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This thesis considers alternative pedagogical approaches where the integration of
technology is applied, determining if inquiry-based learning is an approach that can
facilitate the integration process more effectively. The role of the practitioner was
evaluated to determine beliefs, concerns, and perceptions of technology integration.
Practitioners’ use of an inquiry-based learning approach was gauged and compared with
practitioners’ use of a more traditional approach. The level of technology integration was
assessed and compared as subgroups according to their teaching practices. The study
analyzed the responses of teachers’ survey data, with intentions to draw conclusions
about the optimal approach for which to integrate technology.
This research study found that (1) the level of concern over technology integration
is neither significant for the inquiry-based teachers nor the traditional teachers, (2) a
significant difference occurred over the perceived use of technology for inquiry-based
teachers in relation to traditional teachers, and (3) the level of perceived ability to
integrate technology is neither significant with inquiry-based teachers nor traditional
teachers.

By analyzing the practitioner’s beliefs, concerns, and perceptions about
integrating technology, a comparison of one alternative pedagogical approach to a
traditional teaching method was conducted. This research is intended to continue the
discussion on pedagogical best-practices alongside technology integration, and aims to
identify key perceptions of teachers when faced with the challenge of integrating
technology in an authentic, meaningful, and engaging way.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Significance
Now that society has clearly passed the decade mark into the 21st century, all of
the students in our K-12 classrooms were born within the digital age, and are known as
“digital natives” (Prensky, 2001). More so, the majority of students who are just
beginning their academic careers are second generation digital natives. The digital age
includes the present time and has been in existence since the use of digital medium, such
as computers. These mediums have allowed for information to be transferred and
accessed freely and quickly which, in turn, has created an automatic, knowledge-based
society (digital age, 2011).
The digital age presents societal similarities to the industrial age of the 19th
century with a perpetual state of change and flux of innovation, yet an altered core of
values. The values of the industrial age orbited around production and stamina to
complete a framed skill-set role. These values, which equated to educational objectives,
focused on the capacity of learning a task and performing it efficiently (Kliebard, 2004).
In today’s society, to be intellectually and economically competitive on a global scale
requires a different skill set and disposition (Khan, 2012). The transformation of values
and goals permeated both society and education through a gradual progression of change
during the 20th century, influenced by social, political, and economic changes, and the
1

emergence of computer technology. The nuances of the 21st century, such as
instantaneous information access, global citizenship, and career fields that do not yet
exist, for example; drone engineers, micro-grid specialists, or crypto-currency bankers,
have presented a need for a new set of skills and literacies that enable an individual to be
successful in their career and participate in society. The American Institutes for
Research, AIR (2013) College and Career Readiness and Success Center conducted a
meta-analysis to identify overall predictors of post-secondary success, concluding that
21st century skills such as engagement in the learning process, social competencies,
critical thinking, and informed decision making, are some key factors to success. The
new intellectual necessities needed require a shift in curriculum and instruction in this
digital age.
The digital age has increasingly invested in and relied on innovation and
knowledge-based technologies as a shift from the mechanical production technologies of
the industrial age. The field of education has been following suit with the state of change
in the digital age, expecting learners to exercise innovative skills and literacies. To meet
the demand to connect learners in their 21st century classrooms, thus supporting
investments have been made providing learners with access to technology. According to
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), 97% of schools across the United
States had internet connectivity as of 2010 (FCC, 2010). The FCC has recently announced
plans to invest an additional $2 billion dollars ($4.4 billion total) over the next two years
to have a long term goal of 99% school connectivity (FCC, 2014). Building on this
developing reality, an important matter of business includes how educational culture
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and instructional practice are actively making appropriate changes to best serve today’s
digital learners.
The number of stakeholders influencing the field of education has also grown, but
teachers remain the fulcrum of the education process. As educators, “we are currently
preparing students for jobs that don’t yet exist…using technologies that haven’t been
invented…in order to solve problems we don’t even know are problems yet” (Fisch,
2006). With this in mind, the focus in education is not on the technology itself but on the
innovative skills necessary to leverage technology in purposeful ways.
With the growing importance of technology embedded in society, the United
States has adopted technology literacy and application standards, for both students and
teachers, to maintain. The National Educational Technology Standards for Students
(NETS-S) (2007), now known as the ISTE Standards for Students (ISTE Standards•S),
and the ISTE Standards for Teachers (ISTE Standards•T), formerly known as the National
Educational Technology Standards for Teachers (NETS-T) (2008), were designed to
establish a high level of technology proficiency. The International Society for
Technology in Education (ISTE) is at the forefront of identifying the necessary skills,
essential conditions, and performance indicators needed to be successful in the digital age.
According to ISTE (2007), best practices for integrating technology into education focus
on student learning that includes (1) creativity and innovation, (2) communication and
collaboration, (3) research and information fluency, (4) critical thinking, problem solving,
and decision making, (5) digital citizenship, and (6) competencies in technology
operations and concepts. Likewise, the Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2002)
classified skills, the 21st Century Skills (P21) Framework, that has been identified
2

internationally as a necessity of a successful education, notably; learning and innovation
skills, information, media and technology skills, and life and career skills (Bellanca &
Brandt, 2010; Eurydice, 2011; Morrison & Lowther, 2010; Partnership for 21st Century
Skills, 2002; Saavedra & Opfer, 2012).
The focus of long-term technology plans includes reconsidering how technology
is used in the classroom, and how 21st Century Skills are taught. First considered is the
presence of technology within the school setting. The United States, as well as the
European Union, designed 2020 Educational Technology goals in 2010, utilizing a ten
year outlook. The United States’ plan, known as The National Education Technology
Plan (NETP) (U.S. Department of Education (USDE), 2010), and the Key Data Report,
developed a digital agenda establishing the Strategic Framework for Education and
Training ('ET 2020') in the EU, both view their countries’ access to information and
communications technology (ICT) as an overall universal success (Eurydice, 2011). Both
the United States and the European Union have turned their focus to policy,
training, and support for the teacher’s effective practice of these new technologies within
the classroom. The NETP observed a gap in technology understanding that, “prevents
technology from being used in ways that would improve instructional practices and
learning outcomes” (p.10). The Key Data Report by the Education, Audiovisual, and
Culture Executive Agency (EACEA) determined that, “…although ICT is included in
regulations on teacher education, practical ICT-related pedagogical skills are rarely
addressed at central level” (Eurydice, 2011, p. 14). Both the NETP and the Key Data
Report outlook a future forecast for how education can be transformed by technology.
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As a result, government initiatives in the years to come are tasked those within the field
to integrate technology in the classroom.
A continuing concern is not about having the digital resources, but instead it is
about how to effectively maximize the use of digital resources available. At this point,
lawmakers across the country have defined the “what” we are teaching, while teachers still
remain responsible for determining the “how”. Teachers rely on their training,
experiences, personal beliefs, and existing educational research to support their decision
making in pedagogical best practices (Marzano, 2010; Danielson, 2009). Aside from this
issue, an additional concern is the considering exactly how teachers can integrate
technology, according to the high standard detailed in the ISTE Standards and the 21st
Century Skills Framework. This then becomes the practitioners’ challenge. Teachers are
expected to integrate technology into their learning environment, often with minimal
training, leadership, support, or overall school cultural shift to accommodate such
integrations (ISTE, 2014; New Media Consortium, 2013; Sanchez, 2011; & Sutton,
2011).
Pedagogical research has focused on, and will continue to focus on, the best means
of preparing students for success in a future that educators cannot even fathom (Fisch,
2006), just like the 19th century educators may not have imagined the digital-age or the
globally connected classroom we have today. Changing practitioners’ approaches to the
education process and integrating technology as a means of transforming education are
two of the most research-relevant methods being examined to meet students’ needs
(ChanLin, 2007; Wiesen, 2014). The integration of technology within the learning
process redefines how to utilize technology as a necessary tool for learning, rather than as
4

a subject to be learned. Educators play a pivotal role in this transformation of
pedagogical practice that integrates technology as well as the endurance of technology in
practice to realize the learning needs of digital natives.
Ar ea of E xa mi n a ti on
The purpose of this study focuses on the teacher’s perspective on their role in the
transforming educational landscape that integrates technology within learning,
specifically examining pedagogical practice. Primarily of interest is the pedagogical
approach utilized by teachers and their corresponding beliefs, concerns, and perceptions
about integrating technology within teaching and learning. In contrast to a more
traditional approach, the pedagogical approaches examined are of a constructivist and
inquiry-based learning approach.
Inquiry-based learning is a pedagogical approach that is considered within this
study for the potential to meet the needs of 21st century learners, allowing technology to
be integrated authentically within the classroom (an & Dexter, 2003; Sutherland &
Joubert, 2009). The concept of teaching students how to learn, so that their processes can
be applied to a wide-ranging scope of any future endeavor, has generated significant
attention from educators looking to make learning more authentic (Morrison and
Lowther, 2010; Sharples, Anastopoulou, & Kerawalla 2012). The inquiry-based learning
instructional strategy is designed to empower the learner with a personalized educational
experience (Buckner & Kim, 2013; Hakkarainen, Bollström-Huttunen, & Hoffman, 2008;
Morphew, 2012). For these reasons, inquiry-based learning was examined as a variable
through the scope of educators’ beliefs, and practice of, technology integration.
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This study examined the beliefs, concerns, and perceptions that practitioners have
towards the integration of technology, in order to understand how teachers, using various
pedagogical practices, may make decisions to integrate technology. The researcher made
comparisons concentrating on the variable of the pedagogical approach. Practitioners
utilizing traditional and inquiry-based learning methods explored their technology use
and integration habits in an attempt to understand how teachers are best able to integrate
technology within the learning process.
This Study Sought to:
1.

Describe perceptions practitioners have towards technology integration

within an inquiry-based setting.
2.

Compare the perceptions of practitioners using inquiry-based pedagogical

practices with practitioner perceptions using traditional practices.
3.

Assess similarities and differences between practitioner perceptions using

varied pedagogical approaches.
4.

Recognize variations between groups of practitioners according to their

pedagogical practice and their perception of technology integration.
5.

Identify strengths and weaknesses of technology integration.
Problem Statement

Practitioners face many daily challenges while working to truly integrate
technology within the learning process. These challenges include their preparation and
support for changing practices, designing purposeful enriching experiences, their own
beliefs and attitudes, and taking on a new role in the classroom. Far too often, the focus
of study is on the technology tool itself, while the focus should be on the learning through
6

integration of technology into the classroom in authentic and enriching ways (BrantleyDias & Ertmer, 2013; Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Morrison & Lowther, 2010; Puentedura,
2013). Teachers’ concerns over integrating technology can be an obstacle to effective
technology integration (Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, & York, 2007; Holden & Rada,
2011; Tondeur, Kershaw, Vanderlinde, & van Braak, 2013). The method with which the
practitioner attempts to implement practices of technology integration can impact the
effectiveness of integration. Inquiry-based teaching is a method of education that has
been identified as an alternative to traditional teaching. By examining the practitioners’
primary pedagogical practices in correlation with their technological integration beliefs
and habits, the researcher aims to identify characteristics of best practices in effective
technology integration.

7

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature presented explores research conducted on practitioners’ beliefs and
concerns towards the integration of technology. Specifically, technology in this study
will be synonymously referring to digital technology- encompassing all digital mediums
such as computers, mobile devices, and computing devices with capacity to connect to
the internet. The researcher reviewed literature concerning varying pedagogical practices,
including an examination of the constructivist approach of inquiry-based learning, as an
alternative to a more traditional teaching setting.
First, literature regarding the processes of integrating technology, including bestaccepted frameworks and understandings, along with the benefits and challenges are
described. Then, currently identified practitioner concerns regarding technology
integration are included. Next, the literature is considered for the effectiveness of
pedagogical practices that enhance learning through technology integration. Then, the
case is made for the practitioner’s approach toward integrating technology through this
practice as a less frequently utilized method of instruction, with a non-traditional
practitioner role in the learning process. Finally, the research questions are presented
along with the hypotheses explored within the present study.

8

Integration of Technology
The definition of the integration of technology is presented in various ways
throughout literature. Primarily, when considering the practice of integrating technology,
the definition of this practice focused on the use of technology, as presented by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) (2002). According to NCES,
technology integration is, “the incorporation of technology resources and technologybased practices into the daily routines, work, and management of schools” (2002, p. 75).
As the practice of technology integration has evolved, a shift in focus occurred, and now
is accepted through the lens of teaching and learning. The International Society for
Technology in Education (ISTE), defines the true integration of technology within the
National Educational Technology Standards (NETS) project, more recently known as the
ISTE Standards for Teachers (ISTE Standards•T), including alignment with curriculum
and instruction, active interaction with technology tools, and the use of technology to
promote a range of important cognitive skills (ISTE, 2000, 2008, 2013). ISTE has led the
movement on rebranding the field of educational technology by shifting the primary
focus to research regarding pedagogical practices, rather than on any particular digital tool
or device knowledge (Crompton, 2014; ISTE, 2012). A third consideration for
understanding technology integration is made by a prominent educational technology
researcher from Purdue University, Minchi Kim (2012). He defines technology integration
as, “both the use of technology tools and the methods involved in determining optimal
instructional practices” (p. 46). For the purposes of this study, the definition of
technology integration is the practice of leveraging technology for the purposes of
enhancing the learning process (ISTE, 2012; Kim, 2012).
9

The definition of technology integration is conceptualized through the
Technology Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) framework. The development of
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge, also known as TPACK by Mishra and
Koehler (2006; 2009), determined a new level of knowledge necessary for teachers to
successfully integrate technology. The TPACK framework is a trinity of technological
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and content knowledge, where expertise and
application of the three cohesively are optimal. TPACK is one of the most accepted and
studied frameworks of effective technology integration designed around knowledge
domains, connections, and interactions between these domains (Brantley-Dias & Ertmer,
2013; Koehler & Mishra, 2009; Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Voogt, Fisser, Roblin, Tondeur,
and van Braak, 2013; Young, Young, & Hamilton, 2013). The shift of focus to best
practices within pedagogy to leverage the enhancements technology offers is emphasized
in the most popular studies of application of the TPACK framework and the ISTE
Standards. Brantley-Dias and Ertmer (2013) present a concern over TPACK through the
concept of the Goldilocks Principle, where some knowledge domains in reality appear
too small while others seem too large. This is true to the design of the framework as well
as the research surrounding it. With the imbalance of the three framework domains in
mind, the researchers call for further focus and study on the “just right” practice of the
unifying TPACK convergence. This unique knowledge trifecta is a necessity for teachers
to integrate technology effectively into learning and merits application understanding
(Archambault & Barnett, 2010; Brantley-Dias & Ertmer, 2013; Bull, 2009; Mishra &
Koehler, 2006).
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Integration of Technology Embedded in the Process of Learning
Researchers have long considered the role that technology plays in the learning
process. The three-decade-old “Delivery Truck Debate”, between Clark (1983, 1994) and
Kozma (1994), evaluates the influence of media versus the method of learning. The
difference between these two recurrently regarded stances is the role technology plays
within the education process as the most important element of successful learning versus
a tool or medium that is utilized within learning, but not the determinant of learning.
Clark (1983) concluded within his meta-analysis that, “there are no learning benefits to
be gained from employing any specific medium to deliver instruction” and that it, “was
not the medium that caused the change but rather a curricular reform that accompanied
the change” (p. 445). This stance is still presented when considering research conducted
primarily around the focus of best practices in teaching, rather than technology as a
solution to the challenges within the education process (Lowther & Morrison, 1998;
Mellon, 1999; Hsu, Ho, Tsai, Hwang, Chu, Wang, & Chen, 2012; Sappy & Relf, 2010).
The challenge then, is to consider the practitioner’s role in the delivery truck debate.
Sappy & Relf (2010) reconsidered this debate and concluded that, “pedagogy has never
been independent of a technology, but has been formed through the affordancespotentials and limitations- of the technologies used” (p. 2). This presents the argument
that technology is a part of the learning process, and research should move beyond the
consideration of technology as an “add-on” (Koehler & Mishra, 2009; Morrison &
Lowther, 2010; Puentedura, 2013).
While many considered the purpose of technology in the learning process, others
considered theories in learning with technology. Niederhauser (2013) defined two
11

overarching theoretical perspectives of technology integration as learning from
technology and learning with technology. These two camps echo the Clark and Kozma
debate; regarding the difference that technology will have on teaching and learning. In
alignment with the practice of integrating technology, the practice includes leveraging
technology in various ways as described by Taylor (1980). Taylor (1980) named three
particular orientations of computer use: tool, tutor, and tutee. When utilizing technology
as a tool, the technology can “enhance the cognitive powers of human beings during
thinking, problem solving and learning” (Niederhauser, 2013, p. 250). Learning from
technology is evident in the orientation as a tutor when knowledge is transferred from a
computer program, drill and practice activity, or guided practice interaction (Holzweiss,
2014; Sharples, et al., 2012). Learning with technology is evident when technology is
oriented as a tutee, with learners as the programmers more deeply focused on the process
of learning, utilizing computational thinking and drawing on richer understandings
(Niederhauser, 2013). This concept of technology orientation as a tutee requires
instruction focused on the process of learning, a crosscutting pedagogical understanding.
Several researchers have concluded the importance of integration into the learning
process in such a way that students have authentic use of technology, not one in which
technology is used as an overlay or additional subject to be studied (Goodyear & Retalis,
2010; Morrison & Lowther, 2010; Niederhauser, 2006; Stewart & Schifter, 2010).
Originally conducting research on the integration of technology within the area of
mathematics, researchers Ozel, Yetkiner, and Capraro (2008) concluded a more holistic
approach is necessary that “…an effective implementation of technology augments the
learning of every student by providing diversity in instructional models, developing a
12

student-centered learning environment, and restructuring the teaching and learning
process to make it more intellectually rigorous” (p. 82). The redesign of the learning
environment, as described by Ozel et al. (2008), requires practitioners to make decisions
on modes of executing the integration process.
The literature exposes different perspectives on the role technology plays in the
classroom, the purpose for technology integration, and effective methods of
implementation. The integration of technology is conceptualized as a part of the learning
process, but still debate occurs over the credit due to the technology or modification in
instructional practices for enhancing student learning. Practitioners are tasked with the
responsibility of integrating technology and their select method and role can present in a
variety of ways. Finally, the literature explored particular implementation practices that
have been deemed effective means of true integration, yet the challenges practitioners face
are also necessary to consider.
Practitioners’ Challenges to Integrate Technology
Various researchers and organizations have set out to identify the specific
challenges practitioners face when charged with the expectation to integrate technology.
The European Network of Excellence established a research consortium named
STELLAR, bringing together researchers from the educational sciences, the learning
sciences, and computer science (Eurydice, 2011). This group of researchers was tasked
to develop a strategic direction for technology enhanced learning (TEL). In order to do
so, three ‘grand challenge’ themes for the practitioner were identified: “connecting
learners, orchestrating learning and contextualizing learning” (Sutherland, Eagle, &
Joubert, 2012, p. 10). Second, The Horizon Report, published annually by the New
13

Media Consortium (NMC) (2013), a well-revered forecast of the educational technology
field, identified six challenges that exist when considering the integration of emerging
technologies. These six challenges include (1) ongoing professional development not
being valued and integrated into the culture of schools, (2) education’s own practices
limiting the uptake of new technologies, (3) new models of education competing with
traditional models, (4) K-12 needing to address increased blending of formal and
informal learning, (5) the demand for personalized learning not being supported by
current technology or practices, and (6) not using digital media for formative assessment
the way we should (NMC, 2013, p. 9). Third, Hew and Brush (2006) conducted an
overview of literature from 1995-2006 to identify themes in studies relating to barriers of
technology integration. This study defined technology integration as the use of
computing devices for instructional purposes across the K-12 education field. Hew and
Brush’s six themes included resources, practitioner knowledge and skills, the institution
culture, practitioner attitudes and beliefs, assessment, and subject culture (2006, p.226).
A fourth study of internal barriers to technology integration focused primarily on the
teacher practitioners’ motivation to integrate technology within their classroom.
Tondeur, Kershaw, Vanderlinde, and van Braak (2013) conducted a study specific to
system factors influencing the success of technology integration. In this simulated recall
study, the researchers identified three factors of influence including personal,
pedagogical, and organizational factors, which make up the “black box” of technology
integration (p. 435). The sample population in this study was unique to teachers who
were already proficient in using technology. The findings of this study indicated that an
interplay exists between influences and there are a set of critical characteristics that
14

teachers need to possess for successful integration. These critical characteristics include;
the teacher’s innovativeness, their computer experience, and beliefs about education.
Overall, these four expansive studies present the various themes or barriers that can be
categorized according to the locus of barrier, external verses internal barriers (BrantleyDias & Ertmer, 2013; Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010; Sutherland, et al., 2012).
Throughout these foundational studies, it is clear that the teacher practitioners’ internal
barriers have a significant effect on the integration practice. For the purposes of this
study external and internal factors are examined separately, though they often occur
simultaneously.
External factors that challenge technology integration.
Practitioners have identified resources, school and class culture, policies, time,
and professional development as external factors that are barriers to integrating
technology. Originally, the most prominent challenge teachers faced was to identify and
utilize available resources. ChanLin’s (2007) study on teacher perception found that
“from the environmental aspect, teachers who were concerned more about support and
management of resources…were likely to manage these resources” (p. 52). As
mentioned in the introduction, the FCC (2014) investment in devices and connectivity
over the next two years towards a goal of 99 percent would most likely eradicate the top
concern of resources for practitioners.
Looking at a larger picture of schools that are now connected, the school culture,
or environment was identified as an external barrier to effective integration (Hew &
Brush, 2006; Inan & Lowther, 2010). In a teacher survey, Sanchez (2011) reported that,
“lack of professional development (68.4%), lack of time, no time to try new things
15

(68.4%)”, were the most significantly reported issues (p.98). Professional development
and teacher preparation programs have been identified as external factors that are barriers
to teacher’s ability to integrate technology (Inan & Lowther, 2009; Sutton, 2011; Young,
Young, & Hamilton, 2013). According to a report published by the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE), “teacher preparation programs
are rising to the challenge of infusing technology into course work. Some 98 percent of
preparation programs prepare their students to use technology to deliver instruction, and
62 percent have a technology-related requirement for graduation or program completion”
(2013, p.3). Therefore, the argument for lacking professional development as a barrier to
applying the professional training is questionable.
Internal factors that challenge technology integration.
While not as visible or easily measured, internal factors are critical to the
understanding of integration technology barriers (Hew & Brush, 2006; Littleton &
Kerawalla, 2012). Within the last six years, research in the area of internal barriers’
effect on technology integration has become a more prominent area of research (Fives &
Gill, 2015; Voogt, et al., 2013). Throughout the findings of these studies, a synthesis of
five overall themes were identified; including a practitioners’ knowledge and skills, selfefficacy, interest in integration, attitudes, and beliefs toward technology integration.
The most quantifiable researched internal factors are practitioners’ knowledge and
skills. Researchers Koehler and Mishra (2009; 2006) have identified that inadequacies of
technology integration have been found to be a result of ill preparation of educators.
Mishra and Koehler (2006) have stated, “these new technologies can disrupt the status
quo, requiring teachers to reconfigure not just their understandings of technology but of
16

all three components” in TPACK (Mishra & Koehler, p. 1030). Koehler and Mishra
(2009) identify that shortcomings or weaknesses by the practitioner in any of the three
areas of TPACK affect the integration process. In their discussion, they call for further
research to be conducted on the teacher or practitioner’s ability to develop successfully in
a marriage of all three areas. In the same year that TPACK was first designed, Roblyer
(2006) presented the Technology Integration Planning (TIP) model. The present study’s
research observed that TPACK and TIP complement one another as TPACK provides the
framework of knowledge and TIP supports teachers in determining the advantage,
strategy, environment, objectives, assessments, and evaluation of integration on a fivephase cycle. This support model aids teachers in integrating technology effectively
(Roblyer, 2006).
The internal factors of knowledge and skills are also considered by Puentedura
(2013), who presents a linear model of the practitioners’ challenges to reconfigure the
learning process into four levels of integration, including substitution, augmentation,
modification, and redefinition, known as the SAMR model. The SAMR model guides
practitioners to question themselves, “Are you teaching above the line?” “The line”
refers to the difference between the enhancement of learning with technology, “below the
line”, versus the transformation of learning with technology, “above the line”.
Transformative teaching is the true integration of technology (Mak, 2014). Puentedura’s
concept of transformational teaching includes technologies that modify and redefine the
task, rather than enhancements that substitute or augment the task. SAMR allows the
practitioner to consider the role technology plays within learning. There is a shift in how
technology can be utilized as, “students are increasingly becoming sophisticated creators
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as well as consumers of digital media” (Bull, 2009, p.91). Kim’s (2012) study concluded
that, “many teachers find it difficult to interpret and transform their daily routines to
incorporate new pedagogies to promote such skills” (p.46). Practitioner knowledge bases
and skill sets, or lack thereof, impact their ability to integrate technology through the
TPACK trifecta and at the highest level of transformation presented in SAMR.
Self-efficacy has been identified as a recurring internal barrier to technology
integration (Brantley-Dias & Ertmer, 2013; Hammonds, Matherson, Wilson, & Wright,
2013; Holden & Rada, 2011; Hsu, et al., 2012; Hsu, Wang, & Runco, 2013). A
practitioner’s perception of their own ability to integrate technology, or confidence in their
abilities, can be correlated to their usage of technology integration practices (Hsu, et al.,
2012). The purpose of Hsu et al.’s (2013) study was to focus on integration frameworks
that support scientific inquiry, as well as to investigate middle school teachers' confidence
to practice digital literacies in science classrooms. The conclusions of this study
determined that confidence was high in using technology, but meaningful technology
integration and digital literacy practices were scarcely observed in the
classroom setting. Hammonds, et al., (2013) identify a lack of self-efficacy as a cause for
the absence of positive attitudes necessary to motivate teachers to integrate technology.
Holden and Rada (2011), integrated self-efficacy into the framework of their version of the
Technology Acceptance Model. Along with the belief that one can integrate technology
well, researchers have also identified a need for teachers to be interested in or motivated,
to integrate technology.
Interest in integration has been identified as a contributing factor for innovation
progression (Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, & York, 2007; Hall, 2010; Hammonds, et al.,
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2013; Kopcha, 2014; Tondeur et al., 2013). Tondeur et al.’s (2013) study of the “Black
Box” of integration focused on the multifaceted influences teachers have in involving
themselves in an innovation. The teachers studied were already pedagogically proficient
at integrating technology and then influences, or barriers were studied. An interest in, or
vision for, integration of technology was a critical characteristic identified. Kopcha
(2014) names two layers of vision for or interest in technology integration as necessary, or
if lacking, possible barriers to the integration process. These layers of vision come from
within the practitioner, and also in a shared school or organizational vision for integration
to happen. Hall (2010) identifies interest as a potential “Achilles Heel” to the integration
of technology, determining that a practitioner who has a low level of personal interest will
demonstrate this in their behavior of integration.
Attitudes that teachers feel toward the integration of technology weigh on their
decision to implement the innovation. Researchers cite attitudes or dispositions towards
integration as influential in measuring application of integration practices (Brantley-Dias
& Ertmer, 2013; Hammonds, et al., 2013; Hew & Brush, 2006; Holden & Rada, 2011, Hsu
et al., 2012). Attitudes towards technology, towards their personal barriers, attitudes
about integration practices and effectiveness, and towards usefulness and compatibility to
student learners all impact a practitioners’ election to integrate technology.
The most recurring and final barrier for teachers’ integrating technology are their
own beliefs (Brantley-Dias & Ertmer, 2013; Hammonds, et al., 2013;Hew & Brush,
2006; Holden & Rada, 2011; Hsu, et al. 2012; Kopcha, 2014; Ottenbreit-Leftwich,
Glazewski, Newby, & Ertmer, 2010; Tondeur, et al., 2013). Beliefs in the context of the
practitioner’s value for technology integration, beliefs about pedagogical practice in
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regards to technology integration, beliefs in their ability to integrate, beliefs or perception
of control over change practice to integrate effectively. For these reasons, beliefs are a
primary focus of the present study and is explored further.
The internal factors practitioners are challenged with, in attempting to integrate
technology, are considered by some researchers to be the most influential factors in
identifying if teachers will develop the innovation (Hall, 2010). A practitioner’s
knowledge and skills built up through experiences, their self-efficacy, interest, attitudes,
and beliefs are exposed as themes throughout the literature. The influence of a
practitioner’s beliefs and attitudes is explored further in this study.
Examining Practitioners’ Beliefs over Technology Integration
While the definition of technology integration is clearly on the focus of best
practices within teaching and learning, the literature explored in this section is focused on
the practitioner’s beliefs over the integration of technology. According to the
International Handbook of Research on Teacher Beliefs, over 7,000 articles on teacher
beliefs and technology were written between 1990 and 2012, and 65% of those articles
were written within the last six years (Fives & Gill, 2015). It is clear through this
content-analysis that practitioner beliefs, concerning teaching and learning in conjunction
with technology, continue to gain momentum. Hew and Brush (2006) identified
teachers’ attitudes and beliefs as prominent barriers to technology integration practices.
Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, and York, (2007) identify inner drive and personal beliefs as
the most influential integration barriers. Intrinsic factors were, “significantly more
influential” when considering the use of technology. Ertmer et al. (2007) focuses on
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teacher perception and intrinsic factors, to determine if this fusion of inquiry and
technology is an essential combination, which is revisited in this present study.
Brantley-Dias and Ertmer (2013) raise a concern in the research that teacher
beliefs are a critical factor, but minimal consideration has been focused on beliefs when
looking at TPACK framework of integration. In the comprehensive meta-analysis
conducted by Voogt, et al. (2013) on studies of TPACK, only six of the 55 studies
addressed how TPACK related to teacher beliefs concerning the integration of
technology. Another concern is positive beliefs in their abilities may not necessarily
translate to practices. This idea is evident in Fuchs and Akbar’s (2013) teacher survey
results, which reported that practitioners highly rate their personal technology proficiency
at 70%, but a mere 30% put their technological proficiencies to use within the classroom. A
need for further examination of beliefs connection to practice is necessary.
Many researchers have concluded the importance of teacher’s positive belief in a
particular practice as a factor in determining effectiveness, as presented in the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989). Holden and
Rada’s (2011) study on the perceived ease of use and usability constructs over the
practice of technology integration used the TAM model to measure self-efficacies. The
findings of this study determined that, “perceived ease of use significantly influences
perceived usefulness, and both perceived usefulness and ease of use significantly
influence attitudes toward using or behavior intention to use” (p. 361).
Practitioners’ beliefs over technology integration have become more prominent in
research studies and presented as a significant influence to integrating technology
(Brantley-Dias & Ertmer, 2013; Hammonds, et al., 2013;Hew & Brush, 2006; Holden &
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Rada, 2011; Hsu, et al. 2012; Kopcha, 2014; Ottenbreit-Leftwich, et al., 2006; Tondeur,
et al., 2013). Specifically impactful are the beliefs teachers have over technology
integration as they connect to their pedagogical practices. The beliefs that teachers have
about their abilities (self-efficacy), technology, and values as they relate to effective
pedagogical practices, all impact their level of technology integration behavior.
Effective Pedagogical Practices
This section focuses on components of pedagogical practices that have been
found in the literature to be conducive to the integration of technology. Practitioner
selected pedagogical practices and the decision to integrate technology is the next set of
literature reviewed. It is important to note, that while this researcher does acknowledge
multiple-strategies and methods of instruction necessary to differentiate for all learners,
for the purposes of this study, pedagogical practices or method approach, is considered
separately.
The ISTE Standards identified necessary essential conditions and standards
(conceptual skills and practices) by which teachers, should strive for, and maintain to
promote the ultimate digital literacy learning environment (ISTE Standards•T, 2008).
Technology integration models have emerged such as Technology-Based Learning (TBL),
Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) (Goodyear & Retails, 2010) and TechnologyEnhanced Learning Environments (TELE), (Wang & Hannafin, 2005), with promising
results. Governmental funds and programming have continued to be allocated towards
professional-development focused on technology integration in the ten-year outlook of
the National Educational Technology Plan (2010), and so further study on the
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integration of technology within the context of learning is merited through best practice,
as well as through national goals.
Innovations in education, such as the innovation to integrate technology, cannot be
considered as a strict dichotomy but must be considered as a systemic progression of
change (Fullan, 2011; Hall, 2010; Tondeur, et al., 2013). According to Fullan (2011)
technology should not nominate a system reform, “wrong drivers alter structure,
procedures, and other formal attributes of the system without reaching the internal
substance of reform and that is why they fail” (p. 5). Fullan goes on to identify the right
drivers, which work directly to effectively change the culture, including pedagogy. This
theory of technology integration identifies the importance of pedagogical practice over
technology tools as drivers of change. Hall (2010) identifies technology innovations as a
process not an event, recommending a continuum of change be considered as a process of
implementation rather than being thought of as an adoption. Tondeur et al. (2013)
identified a system of factors and influences in the results of the study as a progression
over time, “the teachers' ongoing learning experiences rather than training affected the
development of the quality of their practices” (Tondeur et al., 2013, p.445). As
determined by Fullan (2011) and Tondeur et al. (2013) teachers’ gradual progress
towards integrating technology is effective due to systemic changes, specifically
pedagogy.
The practitioner’s role in establishing key components within the learning
environment is significant. Schümmer and Lukosch (2007) determined that the “design
of computer mediated interaction depends heavily on the human factor” (p. 65). Their
case-study research concluded that designing computer supported-collaborative learning
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environments were necessary to the collaborative learning process. Along with a basis of
collaboration within the learning environment, research best practices overwhelmingly
support a student-centered learning environment (Danielson, 2009; ISTE, 2007; Marzano,
2010; Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2011). For the purpose of this study, a studentcentered environment is a practice of students taking an active role in their learning
process. The many benefits of student-centered learning come with great responsibilities
of the learner (Hakkarainen, Bollström-Huttunen, & Hoffman, 2008; Morrison & Lowther,
2010). In order for the learning to be effective within such an environment, practices of
reflection, organization, metacognition, and analysis must all be utilized by the learner
(Bybee, 2014; International Baccalaureate Organization, 2014; White & Frederiksen,
1998).
Further studies conclude that creative instructional methods are more effective
and “…teachers who embrace creative teaching methods tend to have higher positive
attitudes towards technology use in the classroom” (Holden & Rada, 2011, p. 348-349).
The Progressive Inquiry Project identified deeper engagement, student freedom to
construct knowledge, and collaborative study, as benefits to integrating technology into
their pedagogical approach tested (Viilo, Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, & Hakkarainen, et al.
2012). These two studies identify collaborative learning and creative instructional
methods as effective pedagogical practices in integrating technology.
While in its original design TPACK was not aligned with one specific
pedagogical practice, researchers have worked to identify that some instructional
approaches are more powerful than other approaches for preparing our students for the
21st century (Brantley-Dias & Ertmer, 2013; Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2011).
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Best practices in the integration of technology, just as studies of best practices, have been
conducted in various areas within the field of education, and are then accepted within
evaluation models, and integrated into teacher training programs, as ideal teaching
methods (Danielson, 2009; Marzano, 2010). A meta-analysis of technology integration
trends throughout research conducted between 2000 and 2009 found the greatest
percentage of research focused on “Pedagogical Design and Theories” related to
technology integration (Hsu, et al., 2012, p.359). These researchers predicted that, “more
research will examine the effectiveness of these pedagogical models for different TBL
contexts in the future” (Hsu, et al., 2012, p.367). The context of integrating technology is
considered through the pedagogical practice employed.
In 2002, Chinn and Malhotra discussed the need for further study on instructional
strategies that ensure authentic inquiry tasks, and called for research to examine inquiry
that is "non-textbook" authentic, including authentic scientific reasoning, and verbal
inquiry, simulated tasks. ChanLin (2007) found that teachers who embraced creative
teaching methods tended to have higher positive attitudes towards technology use in the
classroom. Reiterating earlier researchers, Hermans, Tondeur, van Braak, and Valcke
(2008), confirm that teachers with more constructivist beliefs tend to use technology
more frequently. Koh, Chai, and Tsai (2010) and Ertmer and Ottenbreit-Leftwich (2010)
are consistent with the findings for teachers with constructivist beliefs and indicate that
they use technology in more challenging ways. Overall, the consensus of these
researchers is that authentic, constructive, and creative instructional practices are
effective.
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As with all innovations in the field of education, it is important to consider the
impact on learning and thus the pedagogical practices conducive to effective innovations.
In the consideration of technology integration specifically, research has found a set of
essential conditions (ISTE, 2008; Goodyear & Retails, 2010; Wang & Hannafin, 2005)
that elicit cohesive integration. In addition to the learning environment, a studentcentered, creative, and collaborative culture of learning have all been deemed effective
pedagogical practices, identifiably with technology integrated into the process
(Hakkarainen, Bollström-Huttunen, & Hoffman, 2008; Morrison & Lowther, 2010; Viilo,
Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, & Hakkarainen, et al. 2012). The effective pedagogical practices
identified build a case for further examination of a particular pedagogical approach
specifically embracing the identified variables of practice to enhance the integration of
technology.
Studies of Technology Integration within Inquiry-based Learning
As identified in the previous section, best practices in learning currently being
supported by research include student-centered collaboration, constructivist learning,
critical thinking, and processing. Inquiry-based learning is a trending form of discovery
learning, or open-learning, with roots in the constructivist model, and theories of John
Dewey, that have again recently drawn attention as a method that is engaging, creative,
and opens up opportunities for problem solving (Morrison & Lowther, 2010; Papert,
1993; Schank, 2011). Inquiry-based learning has been found to empower students in
become fully engaged and have more ownership within the process of their learning
(Hakkarainen, Bollström-Huttunen, & Hoffman, 2008; IBO, 2014; Savery, 2006;
Weinberger, Stegmann & Fischer, 2007).
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Inquiry learning has been evaluated in a variety of studies with most researchers
defining inquiry in a similar manner, but presenting a spectrum of different
representations of how inquiry is manifested (Alfieri, Brooks, Aldrich, & Tenenbaum,
2011; Chinn & Malhotra, 2002; Lowther & Morrison, 2003; Savery, 2006). Many inquiry
representation models have a variety of interpretations of what inquiry-based learning is
and looks like. For the purposes of this study, inquiry will be defined as a process from
which learners collaboratively begin wondering about a concept, topic, or idea, and pursue
problem-solving activities, such as experimentation or data collection, to analyze and
develop new knowledge, and finally reflect on the newfound knowledge.
The purpose of this definition is for application opportunities that are non-specific to a
particular content area and that are purely focused on the process of learning.
Effectiveness.
Multiple studies of effectiveness have reported that inquiry-based learning
representations are only effective when a level of support is provided (Chinn & Malhotra,
2002; Hickey & Filsecker, 2012; Littleton & Kerawalla, 2012; Scanlon, Anastopoulou, &
Kerawalla, 2012). Chinn and Malhotra (2002) determined that proper teacher preparation
is needed to implement inquiry. Littleton and Kerawalla (2012) report that learners need
support managing their inquiry in order to be effective. Scanlon et al. (2012) detail the
orchestration of inquiry as a key to effectiveness. Orchestration gives an alternative
analogy to the role of the teacher within the learning process, as the conductor of
classroom. STELLAR uses the term ‘orchestrating’ to refer to, “the design and real-time
management of learning situations, taking into account the learners, the role of the
teacher or trainer, the role of assessment and the digital and non-digital tools used”
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(Sutherland, et al., 2012. p. 16). Rather than the commonly referenced “guide on the
side”, the teacher’s role within inquiry is much more pivotal bringing a variety of pieces
together, relying on improvisation, and understanding the learners’ needs. It is important
to consider the necessity for support within the inquiry process; this form of support or
scaffolding is necessary for effective inquiry to take place. Thus, effectiveness is evident
in inquiry-based learning, particularly when it is supported appropriately by a facilitator.
Challenges.
Studies challenge inquiry-based learning for, and blame deficiencies on, the
difficulties teachers face implementing such a mode of learning. These difficulties have
been identified as the teachers’ abilities to achieve the level of improvisation necessary,
significant competence on modeling the process, inquiry-guiding support questioning,
shifting control to the learner, establishing a culture supportive to a collaborative
community, (Edelson, Gordin, and Pea, 1999; Furtak, 2005; Lakkala, Lallimo, &
Hakkarainen, 2005; Savery, 2006; Viilo, Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, & Hakkarainen, et al.
2012). Evaluating the role of the teacher within the inquiry process as an orchestrator,
Littleton et al. (2012), indicated that orchestration is very difficult to achieve successfully
because of the level of improvisation necessary, based on significant competence and
inquiry-guided training. Research teams Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark (2006), as well as
Alfieri, Brooks, Aldrich, and Tenenbaum (2011), conducted meta-analyses of prior
studies, identifying critics of various discovery-learning practices, such as inquiry-based
learning. Alfieri et al. (2011) reported that un-assisted discovery learning, as a form of
inquiry, did not improve learning when compared to explicit instruction practices.
Kirschner et al. (2006) were blunt in concluding that students may actually have a
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negative impact from inquiry with unguided learning practices as “…they may develop
misconceptions or incomplete knowledge” (p. 35). These major critics lead future study
to focus on the importance of the teachers’ roles to support and guide the process.
Authentication.
The following studies suggested that technology integration could enhance the
pedagogical practice of inquiry-based learning. Technology has been used as a tool to
model real world situations that could not otherwise be simulated, as studied by van
Joolngen, de Jong, Lazonder, Savelsbergh, and Manlove (2005). Scanlon (2012)
considered that using open resources, or online data resources, offers a solution to the
concern over the lack of quantity and variety of resources; with open resources, this
possibility is magnified. Pea et al., (2012), explored the support that technology provides
towards the learning process by offering new possibilities to, “capture, upload, and
interactively analyse new datasets”, which they identify as, “flexible architecture”, thus
providing the organizational scaffolding allowing the learner to focus on, “the
deployment of inquiry-based learning activities” (p.109). Crippen and Archambault
(2012) identify the value technology can offer to inquiry through scaffolding inquiry
instruction. Through these studies, the integration of technology was fluidly utilized to
enhance the pedagogical practice of inquiry-based learning. However, now a case has
been developed for the further study of inquiry-based learning.
Case Studies.
Various cases are considered as a sampling of studies specifically pertaining to
the integration of technology through an inquiry-based pedagogical practice. The
samples were included in the study for relevance of the focus on the pedagogy, the role of
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the practitioner, the population sample, and the setting utilized. The Personal Inquiry
Project study (Littleton, Scanlon & Sharples, 2012) determined the importance of making
the learning, and specifically the inquiry, meaningful and personally relevant. The
investigations that are pursued within inquiry further authenticate the learning process for
the students, as they are a part of the development process. “Such activities also improve
student understanding and retention of knowledge” (Wentworth & Monroe, 2011, p.
265). Even some researchers who do not promote inquiry-based learning (Alfieri et al.,
2011), appear to be in agreement over the effectiveness of student involvement and
engagement with the implementation of inquiry-based learning.
Along with the Personal Inquiry Project, another inquiry-based learning design
developed and examined at the University of Memphis, called the iNtegrating
Technology for inQuiry model, or the NTeQ Model (Lowther & Morrison, 1998;
Lowther & Morrison, 2003; Morrison & Lowther, 2010), is worthy of exploration as it
focuses on the integration of technology within the open-ended inquiry learning
environment. The learning process focus within this design includes, “combining the use
of computer technology as a tool with an emphasis on problem solving and reflection will
result in increased student achievement” (Morrison & Lowther, 2010, p.10). NTeQ is a
pedagogical model, not a curriculum, which can be implemented by practitioners
requiring a level of technological competency, as identified by TPACK in Mishra and
Koehler (2006). NTeQ places practitioners in the role of orchestrator, as identified in
Littleton et al. (2012). Limited external research has been conducted based on this
model.
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Various international studies on the integration of technology found that inquirybased learning practices align with effective integration. Lakkala et al. (2005) study on
the teacher’s design of inquiry proved, “successful and significant”, within primary
school settings in which inquiry was implemented using integrated technology (p.18).
The study identified the integration of technology into inquiry as a, “very versatile way
for collective knowledge advancement, combining the use of multiple working spaces,
threaded discourse areas, document sharing and commenting, and links to Web sources”
(p.18). The Progressive Inquiry Model (Hakkarainen, 1998), developed by researchers at
Helsinki University, presents an approach of discovery through technology. This model is
significant for optimal integration of technology within inquiry. The Progressive Inquiry
Model relies on the, “interrelated technical, social, epistemic, and cognitive support
structures” (Hakkarainen, Bollström-Huttunen, & Hoffman, 2008, p. 157) of inquiry and
computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) developed by
Hakkarainen (1998). The teacher’s role within CSCL meets the requirements identified
in the literature as optimal to best practices in pedagogy. A case study (Viilo et al., 2012)
using Progressive Inquiry within The Artefact Project analyzed the teacher’s perceptions
and reflections through a progressive diary over a three year period. The format of this
case study in particular, considering the population, analysis of perception, and setting of
this research are significant to the present study.
The constructivist practice of inquiry-based learning incorporates specific
learning design characteristics that have impacted student learning (IBO, 2014; Littleton
& Kerawalla, 2012; Morrison & Lowther, 2010; Scanlon et al., 2012). In addition to the
pedagogical practice alone, case studies have detailed the integration of technology
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within inquiry-based learning practices to the benefit of student learning (Crippen &
Archambault, 2012; Littleton, Scanlon & Sharples, 2012; Morrison & Lowther, 2010).
The challenges that teachers face in effective inquiry-based learning practices were also
examined; including the difficulty for teachers to improvise instruction through
“orchestration”, changing the role they play in the classroom (Hickey & Filsecker, 2012;
Littleton, Scanlon & Sharples, 2012; Pea, et al., 2012). Specific characteristics of
inquiry-based instruction, such as a focus on the learning process, authentic, creative, and
collaborative learning experiences, are described leveraging technology to enhance
learning in ways that cannot be achieved alternatively. Primarily, the field of research
conducted on integrating technology using inquiry-based learning, employs case-study
methodology. There is a need for further consideration of the impacts of integrating
technology through this pedagogical practice by alternative methods of research.
Summary
This literature presented the teachers’ perspectives of technology integration
within the context of pedagogical practice. Barriers to integrating technology,
specifically internal barriers were identified in research findings, which merits this
study’s focus on teacher perceptions, concerns, attitudes, and beliefs towards the
integration process. Alongside, the evaluation of practitioners’ internal barriers, a study
of pedagogical practices is a significant component of the perception study, to be
explored.
Ertmer et al. (2007); Inan and Lowther (2009); Sanchez (2011); Sutherland,
Eagle, and Joubert (2012), and others, all focus on teacher perception of the technology
integration process. These studies identify specific concerns teachers have related to
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technology integration, but further study merits other factors influencing these teacher
concerns, specifically the setting in which they are attempting technology integration.
This study is influenced by the research to focus on teacher perception and intrinsic
factors to determine if the pedagogical practice primarily implemented will be a variable
to practitioners’ concerns, beliefs, and perception of integrating technology.
This study will focus on the integration of technology comparing an inquiry-based
learning context with a traditional learning environment, to identify themes of
practitioner beliefs, concerns, and perception of technology integration across settings.
Research Questions
Research Question 1: Do differences occur between the beliefs/concerns of
inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers about integrating technology to enhance
student learning?
Research Question 2: Do differences occur between the perceived use of
technology of inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers?
Research Question 3: Do differences occur between the perceived technology
integration practices of inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers?
Hypotheses
Teachers who have a more positive belief of their ability to integrate technology
will be able to do so more successfully. Teachers who work in an inquiry-based learning
setting will perceivably find more opportunities to integrate technology effectively into
the design of inquiry due to the nature of the learning process. Inquiry-based learning
will also benefit from the integration of technology due to the amount of data available for
accessing, the quality of resources, and the tools available for organizing, analyzing,
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and reporting inquiry findings. Teachers working within a traditional setting will also
find ways to integrate technology, but may report that the authenticity of the integration
is more challenging.
The researcher considered alternative pedagogical practices where the integration
of technology was applied to determine if inquiry-based learning is an approach that can
facilitate the integration process more effectively. The role of the practitioner was
evaluated to determine beliefs, concerns, and perceptions of technology integration.
Practitioners using an inquiry-based learning approach were compared with practitioners
within a traditional educational setting. The study analyzed responses of teachers’ survey
data, with intentions to draw conclusions about the optimal approach for which to integrate
technology.
Research Question 1: Do differences occur between the beliefs/concerns of inquiry-based
teachers and traditional teachers about integrating technology to enhance student learning?
Null Hypothesis: The level of concern over technology integration is neither
significant for the inquiry-based teachers nor the traditional teachers.
Directional Hypothesis: The level of concern over technology integration with
inquiry-based teachers would demonstrate a significant difference over the level of
concern traditional teachers would experience.
Alternative Hypothesis: The level of concern over technology integration
demonstrates a significant difference with the traditional teachers over the level of
concern inquiry-based teachers would experience.
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Research Question 2: Do differences occur between the perceived use of technology of
inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers?
Null Hypothesis: No significant difference occurs between the perceived use of
technology for neither inquiry-based teachers nor traditional teachers.
Directional Hypothesis: A significant difference occurred over the perceived use
of technology for inquiry-based teachers, in relation to traditional teachers.
Alternative Hypothesis: A significant difference occurred over the perceived use
of technology for traditional teachers, in relation to inquiry-based teachers
Research Question 3: Do differences occur between the perceived technology integration
practices of inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers?
Null Hypothesis: The level of perceived ability to integrate technology is neither
significant with inquiry-based teachers nor traditional teachers.
Directional Hypothesis: The level of perceived ability to integrate technology
demonstrates a significant difference with inquiry-based learning teachers comparative to
traditional teachers.
Alternative Hypothesis: The level of perceived ability to integrate technology
demonstrates a significant difference with traditional teachers comparative to the inquirybased teachers.
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CHAPTER III RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this research was to identify a best-practices approach to pedagogy
for effective technology integration within the learning process. In order to compare
between pedagogical practice and technology integration, this study explored teacher
perception of concern, use, and application, towards technology integration. The
researcher targeted two different pedagogical practices, traditional and inquiry-based, to
identify any possibility of differences between the sample populations toward the
integration of technology.
Research Design
Research Question 1: Do differences occur between the beliefs/concerns of inquiry-based
teachers and traditional teachers about integrating technology to enhance student learning?
Research Question 2: Do differences occur between the perceived use of technology of
inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers?
Research Question 3: Do differences occur between the perceived technology integration
practices of inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers?
The researcher investigated the questions by completing a comparison of two
populations of teacher practitioners, those using primarily traditional teaching practices,
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and those implementing primarily inquiry-learning practices. The researcher utilized a
quantitative instrument to determine participants’ placement into subgroups. The
placement resulted from participant responses to instrument items that concerned their
practices. Additionally, the researcher summated all responses per subgroup placement.
The researcher then identified relationships between the degree to which the
subgroups integrated technology and their pedagogical practices. To address the first
research question, the researcher conducted a review of each subgroup’s level of concern
towards the integration of technology, using the Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoC)
(George, Hall, & Stiegelbauer, 2006). Next, the researcher sought to answer the second
and third research questions by interpreting the responses of the two pedagogical practices
subgroups to items that concerned their perceived ability to use technology within their
instructional strategies as well as, with students, and their perceived technology
application. The design of this research was exploratory and interpretive in nature.
Participants were self-reporting their beliefs, concerns, and perceptions of their own
abilities, and thus interpreting their own practice. When reviewing the results, response
variability is plausible due to participants’ individual perceptions and experiences
reported.
S et ti n g
The researcher selected two settings for the collection of data within this research
study. These settings were chosen out of convenience and familiarity, as the researcher
had been employed by both schools as a certified teacher. The two settings utilized
within this study provided an inclusion of a diverse population of teacher practitioners.
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The first setting, designated in this study, was identified, as the international
school. This setting utilizes inquiry-based learning practices, as defined by the mission
of the school, as the primary method of learning (International School of Ulm/Neu-Ulm,
2011). The international school received authorization from the International
Baccalaureate Organization (IBO) to offer the inquiry-based curriculum and reached
accreditation status by 2013 (www.ibo.org). International Baccalaureate (IB)
accreditation at the international school setting affirms the implementation of inquirybased teaching practices and inquiry-aligned curriculum. The international school is one
of over 3,800 schools accredited by the IBO to implement their inquiry-learning program
(www.ibo.org). The IBO first established their education foundation in 1968, beginning
with a secondary level, diploma program, followed by a middle years program in 1994,
and finally a primary years program in 1997, offering a complete inquiry-based
international education for students ages 3 to 19 years old (www.ibo.org).
All of the international school teachers have completed specific International
Baccalaureate curriculum programs training, hold certifications as IB teachers, and must
complete continuing professional development according to inquiry-practices endorsed
by the IBO. Teachers within this school are accountable for utilizing an inquiry-based
method of teaching, according to their evaluation process at the building level, and the
accreditation process at the international level. The researcher selected this setting
because of its established practice of inquiry-based learning as the primary method of
instruction across grade levels and disciplines.
The particular educational setting selected for this research was a school with a
pre-kindergarten through grade 12 education program. The international school was
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established in Neu-Ulm in 2005, and has about 200 students with 27 teaching staff
members (International School of Ulm/Neu-Ulm, 2011). The international school is
located in the town of Neu-Ulm, in the region of Bavaria, in the south of Germany.
According to the 2011 census, the population of this town was 52,706. The town of NeuUlm is one of Germany’s rural districts (Statistisches Bundesamt Deutschland, 2011).
Neu-Ulm’s neighboring city, Ulm, has a population of 116,761 people, with a larger
international population due to international companies and the Universität Ulm
(Statistisches Bundesamt Deutschland, 2011). No information was available on the
student population’s socio-economic status, but this school is a private school funded
through student-based tuition.
The second setting, designated in this study, was identified as the public school.
The researcher selected this school as a means of comparison to the setting described
previously. While it was not assumed within this study that the public school setting
teacher participants do not, in fact, use an inquiry-based learning approach, the school’s
mission does not designate a specified method of learning as primary, nor have teachers
employed by the institution been required to go through any specified training towards any
particular instructional approach (Delavan CUSD #703, 2014). The public school
teachers received certification from the state to teach at their particular level and content
area. All teachers within this public school must be highly qualified in the areas in which
they teach according to state requirements. Teachers at this school are required to
comply with a standards-based curriculum according to the state’s recent adoption of the
Common Core State Standards in 2010. Schools across the state were required to begin
implementation of the standards during the 2013 – 2014 school year (Illinois State Board
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of Education, 2014). The Common Core State Standards pertain to the areas of English
language arts and mathematics (National Governors Association & Council of Chief
State Officers, 2010).
The public school is located in Delavan, Illinois, in the United States of America.
Delavan is a rural community with a population of 1,689 people (U.S. Department of
Commerce, 2010). According to the National Center for Education Statistics (2012),
Delavan’s School District has 474 students and an 11.45 student/teacher ratio. The public
school, like the international school, services students ages 3 – 18, in a Pre- Kindergarten
through grade 12 education program. Delavan’s student population consists of 35.5%
low income (Illinois State Board of Education, 2013).
The researcher did not directly consider the demographics of the student body of
either school selected within the study, as the focus of the research was primarily on
teacher perceptions. There are a variety of similarities between the two settings,
including the type of geographical community and level of educational services offered.
Differences include size of student body, geographical location and educational practices
defined.
S tu d y S a mp l e
All certified teachers from the selected schools were invited to participate in this
study including 27 teachers from the international school and 41 teachers from the public
school. A total of 33 teachers participated in the data collection, of which 13 participants
were from the international school and 20 participants were from public school.
In order to utilize clean data within the study, the researcher decided to exclude
two cases from the study. The first exclusion was from the international school, due to an
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incomplete consent form. The second exclusion made was also from the international
school, due to incomplete instrument responses. Overall, the participants responded with a
93% viable response rate, including 11 participants from the international school and 20
participants from the public school, for a total of 31 participants included in the study. Of
the remaining 31 participants, 35.5% taught at the international school and 64.5% taught
at the public school (Table 1). The study had a comprehensive response rate of 45.59% of
the entire teaching populations at both settings. The researcher intended the original
sample to include an equal number of participants from the two participating settings, but
after further consideration of the research questions, the setting was not the primary
determining variant, and a balance of settings was no longer required.
All 31 participants were current, certified educators employed full-time in the prekindergarten through grade 12 education field. At the time of recruitment, all of the
participants possessed a bachelor’s degree or higher level of education. The researcher
used English to administer the research instrument and only accepted native English
speakers in the study. The participants from the international school were all native
English speaking, and were expatriates of native English speaking countries, specifically,
Canada, Australia, the United States, South Africa, Ireland, and the United Kingdom. All
those invited to participate in this study instructed medium sized classes, consisting of 10
– 22 students. The participants did not report gender, age, race, ethnicity, or
socioeconomic level demographics. The participants possessed a range of teaching
experiences and taught in various grade levels, ranging from 1-30 years of experience
(Table 1). None of the participants reported over 30 years of experience. Nearly half of
the participants (48.4%) have taught for 10 years or less. The level of current teaching
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position ranged from elementary to high school (Table 1). The majority of this study’s
participants taught at the elementary level (38.7%).
Table 1
Characteristics of teachers in the study sample
Number

Percent

Current teaching setting
International school

11

35.5

Illinois public school

20

64.5

9

29.0

6-10
11-15

6
3

19.4
10.7

16-20

4

12.9

21-25
26-30

8
1

25.8
3.2

31 or more

0

0.0

12

38.7

Middle school
High school

5
9

16.1
29.0

Multiple levels

5

16.1

13
18

41.9
58.1

Years of experience
1-5

Level of current teaching position
Elementary school

Type of classroom
Self-contained
Not self-contained
Recruitment Procedures

The recruitment process began by contacting school administrators that oversaw
the two study sites. The researcher presented the administration at both the international
school and the public school with the goals of the research, consent forms, and the
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measurement tool, (Appendix B). Prior to contacting practitioners or conducting any
research at the chosen schools, the researcher completed proper protocol as requested by
the schools’ policies. The researcher identified these two settings out of convenience, as
the researcher had worked as a part of the teaching staff with both schools used in the
study. The researcher began individual participant recruitment once the administration
gave consent at each school. The researcher made contacts for recruitment personally
and electronically to individual teaching staff members. The researcher made personal
contacts at the public school while, purely utilizing electronic contacts with the
international school. A script for participant recruitment was developed (Appendix C).
Next, the interested participants received a consent form, via hardcopy or electronic
format, dependent on setting; all required a signed document returned to the researcher.
The administration distributed the recruitment materials via email at the international
school setting, as requested by the administration and approved by the institutional
review board (IRB); alternatively the researcher distributed recruitment materials directly
to participants in the public school setting.
Ethical Considerations
The participants experienced nominal psychological risks due to the nature of the
study. Nevertheless, the researcher considered risks, which included breach of
confidentiality among research participants who may have shared their responses or
discussed the study with one another, as they are familiar with one another in the
workplace. Another risk consideration included social risks. The participants
experienced minimal social risks in this study regarding their profession and regarding
the opinion they offered to the value of the study. The researcher assured that the content
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of the instrument was not sensitive in nature, thus there was no effect on the participants’
financial standing, employment, or reputation. The instrument did not cover any subject
matter that was illegal or inappropriate in nature, so participants did not incriminate
themselves. The administrators at each school setting consented to the study taking place
within their school, but the researcher did not recruit administrators as participants in the
study. School administrators had no influence over the individuals’ choice to participate
in the study and were not included in the collection of the instrument.
To avoid the potential social risks of individual participants, the researcher
conducted the instrument anonymously to ensure no invasion of privacy took place. No
direct identifiers were collected that would expose participant identity. Participants had
the choice to complete as much, or as little of the instrument, as they wished to share.
The researcher only accepted data collected with informed consent. The researcher
informed participants of the purpose of the study prior to their choice to participate and
the collective data that the researcher utilized in the study itself allowed for
confidentiality between the individual responses and the reported data.
The researcher took measures to ensure confidentiality of the participants within
the study. During the completion of the instrument, the researcher took measures to assure
the participants’ confidentiality by permitting them to complete the instrument untimed, in
a location of their choosing. After the collection of data, the researcher maintained the
confidentiality of participants by saving any electronic data on a password protected hard
drive which the researcher had sole access. Also, the researcher took measures to secure
any hardcopy data in a secure filing cabinet in a private residence that the researcher had
sole access.
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In order to prevent any type of psychological risks within the group setting from
occurring, individual participants had the right to complete the instrument on their own
time in a setting of their choosing. The researcher did not collect data in a group format.
The researcher utilized summative subsample data to minimize the risk to the individual
participant, without directly analyzing individual data.
The conditions and time permitted to complete the instrument minimized social
risks for the participants. All individuals recruited to participate in the study had
experience in the field of consideration, and were in specific situations in which they
practiced the method of instruction considered. Since individuals chose their own setting,
in which to complete their instrument, the study caused no more than minimal social risk.
The ethical considerations detailed were disclosed to the IRB and approved as a viable
study.
Overall, the study sample included 31 participants across two different educational
settings. Participants demographic details identified along with environment setting
details provide an overview of the study sample. Finally, ethical considerations were
taken at the forefront of this study to minimize risk for participants.
Instrumentation
Instrument Construction
The two components of the instrument utilized within the study included two
parts: The Stages of Concern Questionnaire, and Evaluating the Use of Technology
within Pedagogy (see Appendix A) (SEDL, 2013). Participants responded to the
instrument focused on the areas of concern for technology integration, inquiry-based
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practices, technology use, and integration practices. The researcher used the instrument
to gather information regarding each of the three research questions posed.
Part 1 of the instrument was used to assess participants’ beliefs/concerns about
integrating technology into the curriculum as an innovation. George, Hall, and
Stiegelbauer (2006) originally developed and designed the SoC to measure seven
identified stages of concern towards the implementation of a new area of innovation. The
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (2013) website states that, “the purpose
of this questionnaire is to determine what people are thinking about when using various
programs or practices. It is intended to assess their levels of concerns at various times
during the adoption process” (http://www.sedl.org). The tool was used with the initial
intent to determine the participant’s level of concern over the integration of technology as
an innovation within their practice.
For the purposes of this study, the Stages of Concern tool was used to indicate an
overall practitioner level of concern. The initial intent of the tool was used to develop an
individual Stages of Concern Profile, but a composite score of individuals, and thus groups
can be used (George, Hall, & Stiegelbauer, 2006). The SoC identifies seven unique stages
of concern as awareness, informational, personal, management, consequence,
collaboration, and refocusing. The questionnaire is comprised of a series of
35 questions, five questions per stage of concern regarding the innovation of integrating
technology. The designers of the most recent SoC Questionnaire made improvements
based on research conducted on the tool (George, Hall, & Stiegelbauer, 2006). The
Southwest Educational Department Laboratory (SEDL, 2013) granted copyright
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permission for the use of the most updated version of the SoC Questionnaire (2006)
(Appendix D).
The area identified as the innovation for the SoC tool is the integration of
technology into the curriculum, which is also the dependent variable of the current study.
Participants rated their current beliefs/concerns regarding each of five prompts related to
the seven stages of concern, for a total of 35 questions. Each participant reported their
current level of concern as directed by the eight point Likert-type scale that ranged from
0 “irrelevant” to 7 “very true of me now.” The participant considered only their current
teaching position when reporting the level of concern within the implementation of the
innovation. The higher the number indicated on the rating scale, the higher the level of
concern the participant had about the particular prompt. Participants that reported rating
of 0, expressed a very low level of concern towards the innovation or the prompt, and
were considered by the tool as non-users, having scant awareness level, or irrelevant
concern of the innovation at that time (George, Hall, & Stiegelbauer, 2006).
Alternatively, when participants reported a rating of 7, the individual is expressed a very
high level of concern about the innovation at that time. A sample of how to indicate
responses utilizing this Likert-type scale rating was included in the instructions of this
part of the instrument (Appendix A). Scoring of the SoC Questionnaire occurred by
adding the responses to the five items, within each subset of the seven areas of concern.
Each item within the set of five items had the possibility for the same eight point scale
Likert-type rating with a range of 0 to 35 as possible raw scores. Then, the researcher
calculated the raw scores within the areas of concern, and converted them to percentile
scores for each of the seven stages of concern identified by the tool creators SEDL.
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The second part of the instrument solicits respondent opinions about their current
practices of technology use and integration application. The researcher quantified the
participants’ perceived ability to use technology and integrate it into the curriculum in
Part 2 of the instrument, (Appendix A). The researcher identified the importance of
measuring both the participants’ use of technology and application of true technology
integration practices. The researcher designed Part 2 of the instrument for the specific
purposes of this study. The instrument items included in Part 2 were essential to the
primary purpose of identifying the research participants’ level of inquiry-learning
practices, for determining their use of technology, and application of technology
integration practices. The researcher designed this portion of the instrument about the
use of technology, in order to address the second research question posed. The researcher
quantified responses and considered any existing relationships between integrating
technology with the participants’ perceived application of teaching practice. There are two
sections included in Part 2 of the instrument, Evaluating the Use of Technology within
Pedagogy: section (A) demographics, and section (B) pedagogical practices (see Appendix
A).
Section A, of Part 2 of the instrument indicates a series of four demographical
items to provide for opportunities of analyses considered. Demographic items requested
the study participant to indicate current data on instructional setting, years of teaching
experience, age of students currently taught, and the containment level of the setting.
The instrument’s demographic section consisted of items with quantitative measures. First,
the researcher asked the participants to indicate their attained level of teaching experience,
quantified in increments of five years, ranging from one year to over 30 years
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of experience. Based on demographical information available from the self-reported data
on school websites, from the participating school sites, the researcher understood that a
majority of the participants would indicate a level of experience within the first two
ordinal categories of this demographic item. Further study on level of experience and
relationships with ease to integrate technology, can be conducted by comparing teaching
experience ordinals as independent variables.
Lastly, the researcher measured classroom setting by level of containment.
Thirteen of 31 participants (41.9%) reported teaching in a self-contained setting, and
18(58.1%) taught in a non-self-contained setting (Table 1). After further consideration of
the research questions, this data collected was not utilized in the analysis of the study.
Through Section B, of Part 2 of the instrument, the researcher solicited the
response of the research participant to consider indicators of their current pedagogical
practices. The researcher grouped similar items together in order to best answer each
research question (items 5-7, 8-12, and 13-16). Categorical data was collect from each of
these items individually according to established ordinal scales of measure. The collection
of item types pertaining to each research question we combined for each participant’s
responses and identified as a composite score, to be interpreted by the researcher as
interval data.
The researcher designed the specific examples posed in items 5 through 7
according to the ISTE Standards•T (2008) and as indicators of inquiry-based
learning. Participants indicated how often they used inquiry-based learning practices (item
5), how often they used technology within instructional strategies (item 6), and how often
students used technology in tasks (item 7). For all three items, participants
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responded to a series of cases regarding their perceived use of technology, while utilizing
inquiry-based learning practices according to a Likert-type scale rating system. Items 5
and 6 of the instrument, asked participants to select their level of use on a four-point
scale, ranging from, “Almost Never” to “Frequently.” Item 7 utilized the same four-point
scale, but also provided the alternative of “Not Applicable” in the case that the participant
may not utilize the practice mentioned.
The researcher formulated items 8 through 12 as application items, with
consideration of the NTeQ model (Morrison & Lowther, 2010), the Progressive Inquiry
model (Hakkarainen, Bollström-Huttunen, & Hoffman, 2008), and the TPACK model
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006). These items presented cases of application that measured
levels of alignment of technology integration with inquiry-based learning practices. Item
8 represented a nominal indicator of the learning environment. Participants responding
“yes” indicated that their environment was more student-centered with technology,
aligning with an integrated approach. Participants responding with “no” indicated that
their learning did not become more student-centered due to technology, supporting the
null hypothesis. The researcher formatted item 9 as an ordinal indicator of the
participants’ level of integration of technology, as first considered by Taylor (1980), as a
tool, tutor, or tutee. Participants who indicated a response of “tutee” aligned with the
highest level of integration, transforming learning according to the SAMR model
(Puentedura, 2013). Participants that reported their use of technology as a “tool” aligned
to the simplest level of integration, according to the SAMR model. The researcher
formatted item 10 to determine if the learning taking place was teacher-driven or student
driven, with a response of student-driven indicating alignment with inquiry learning
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practices. Items 11 and 12 asked participants to consider the activity prior to the use of
technology and during the use of technology. These two items also allowed for
determinations of alignment with inquiry learning practices. According to the theory
behind the NTeQ model, the more student-centered and student-driven the learning, the
more ownership the learner has over why they will go to the technology, and thus would
indicate a higher level of inquiry (Morrison & Lowther, 2010). The participants’
specified reason for using the technology was included as another indicator of a level of
technology integration.
The researcher structured the instrument to offer responses that aligned with
inquiry-based practices, and those that were not. Participants who selected use for
research, communication or problem solving, were indicating a degree of inquiry-based
learning practices taking place. Participants who selected uses of production and
educational (drill and practice) indicated less use of inquiry-based learning practices.
The researcher used items 11 and 12 as a comparison of consistent results concerning the
subgrouping process detailed previously. The participant’s responses in item 5 should
demonstrate consistency throughout items 11 and 12. Assuming that all of the
participants in this study do utilize technology within their learning environments; items
8 through 12 focused on how the use of technology was taking place.
To collect data intended to support analysis designed to answer research question
three, items 13 through 16 were designed to help interpret participants’ application of
technology integration practices. The SAMR model (Puentedura, 2013) provided the
basis for constructing a selection of responses across the integration spectrum posed in
the model, using a categorical scale, ranking the level of technology integration from
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enhancing to transforming learning. Item response alternatives offered a series of four
situational responses to the study participant. Each of the responses correlated to a level of
the SAMR model; the first response for each item provided an example of technology
used for substitution, the second response as an example of the augmentation, the third as
an example of technology modifying the task, and the fourth as an example of how the
technology redefined the learning task. When analyzed, the researcher considered the
responses by calculating a composite score of the collection of items, in an effort to get
measure of the participant’s whole concept of integrating technology through the
increasingly advancing degrees of integration presented by SAMR. Ratings of the higher
levels, substitution and augmentation, were aligned more directly with the true nature of
technology integration as measured by the composite score calculated. Overall, the
researcher evaluated the participants’ frequency of technology integration and frequency
of the use of inquiry-learning practices, within Part 2 of the instrument and then compiled
these results according to the subgrouping assigned, determined by practice subgroups.
The researcher relied on Part 2 of the instrument in order to determine subgroups and to
produce findings for research questions two and three. The researcher posed research
questions two and three to identify if any relationships existed between participants’
pedagogical practice and their frequency of use and technology integration practices.
The design of Part 2, Section B of the instrument included situational and
example response items for the participant to select represented primarily as categorical
data. Once the participant selected these situations or example responses, the researcher
coded them according to the level of integration and inquiry practice they indicated was
representative of their application. In order to do so, the researcher quantified the
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responses to items 13 – 16 in an ordinal scale according to the increasing levels of
technology integration from the lowest level of substitution to the highest level,
integrating technology to redefine the learning. The composite variable range could be
from 4 – 16 points. A lower score representing a lower level of integration practices.
The higher the overall composite value on the four scenarios presented, the more the
participant would apply integration practices. The researcher utilized these four items to
analyze the participants’ initial reactions to the true nature of integrating technology. Val
i d i t y an d R el i ab i l i ty
The Research and Development Center for Teacher Education at the University of
Texas at Austin developed Part 1 of the he Stages of Concern Questionnaire, (SoC) as a
diagnostic tool (George, Hall, & Stiegelbauer, 2006). As reported by Clark (2002),
“extensive research has assured [SoC’s] validity and reliability. Studies with the SoC
Questionnaire have indicated that reliability of the instrument is satisfactory.” (p.34).
Since the SoC update in 2006, validity studies conducted by SEDL have also determined
the accuracy of the SoC Questionnaire (SEDL, 2013). According to the creators of the
SoC, the new updates (2006) took into consideration the adjustment of a zero value
versus a non-response. The internal reliability testing demonstrated an estimated
reliability of .66, and within subgroups of the data, the alpha coefficients ranged from
low to moderate, .57 to .75. The reliability testing considered a range of elementary and
secondary teachers, as well as university faculty members.
For the present study, the sample population range was more concentrated than in
the sample population used in the reliability testing. By including a more closely related
sample, including only elementary and secondary teachers, the alphas may be lower.
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The tool is appropriate for use with a sample population of educators as the language is
appropriate to their professional vocabulary and understanding. The reliability of the tool
was analyzed according each individual stage of concern with an overall range of
correlation coefficients (r = .13 to r = .54) (George, Hall, & Stiegelbauer, 2006). The
most recent reliability study also found that the sample was predominantly made of
nonusers of the innovation, 88%, this was including the new method of analysis with the
Stage 0 scale utilized. The present study was also predominantly comprised of nonusers,
and aligns with the reliability assessment of the tool’s findings. Due to the typical
occurrence of a nonuser rating, the entire profile, including fluctuation between each
individual stage, needs consideration to identify characteristics that may indicate
dissimilar results.
The second part of the instrument, Part 2: Evaluating the Use of Technology
within Pedagogy, is a data collection tool that the researcher has not tested as an
instrument for validity or reliability at the time of this study. Due to the nature of the
sample, it was not practical to run a pilot. The researcher used a collection of data from
this component of the instrument to support the development of future research in
understanding best-practices of integrating technology. The models used in development
of the items, such as the NTeQ model and the SAMR model, are two examples of the
technology integration within inquiry-based learning models that exist.
The instrument designed for the purpose of this study was intended to measure the
level concerns teacher practitioners have over integrating technology. Also, the research
designed the instrument to identify current inquiry-based instructional practices with
technology and mediums of student technology use, within the scope of inquiry-based
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practices to determine if difference occurs between perceived use of technology. Finally,
the instrument design included technology-integration application practices, as a measure
of the extent to integration perceived. The instrument was considered for validity and
reliability according to the scale of this study. The instrument design limitations are
disclosed in conjunction with the discussion of this study.
Dat a C ol l e cti on Pro c ed u r e
Individual participants from both settings selected for the study received identical
instruments. The researcher administered the instrument in a paper/pencil format. The
researcher assembled the instrument and distributed it to both settings: virtually, via
email, for the international school, and in person for the public school. The reason for
variation of tool distribution in the different sample groups was the researcher’s location
relative to the settings of each sample group. The original intended sample collection
time was to be two months; however, the researcher extended the period another two
months, totaling four months, due to unanticipated school closures and administrator
response delays at the international school. Participants returned completed instruments
through hardcopy or scanned and attached to an email format. The researcher deleted all
emails after saving the attached files on a password-protected computer, only accessible
by the researcher. Participants returned completed instruments and the researcher stored
them in a secure location. The researcher input complete data of individual participants
into the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) (21st Ed.) database in order to
conduct the statistical analysis of the study and provide results to determine conclusions.
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Subgrouping Identification Procedure
The researcher recruited participants from two different educational settings, but,
for the purposes of this study, the researcher did not use the participants’ setting as the
sole determinant for placement in subgroups according to teaching practice. For the
analysis of pedagogical practice in relationship to the integration of technology, the
responses to items on the measurement tool were used to subgroup participants. This
subgrouping, based on the participants’ responses, aimed to alleviate biases that indicate
setting determines practice. For the current study, the researcher did not make this
assumption. The professionals’ setting does not strictly indicate that they do or do not
use inquiry practices. The researcher used this notion to prevent bias and considered all
participants according to their perceived and self-reported practices. The researcher
administered identical instruments to the teacher practitioners across both settings. Then,
the participants returned the instruments, which the researcher analyzed according to the
subgroup-established parameters detailed in the “Statistical Measures” section below.
The researcher identified participants in subgroup 1 as traditional practice teachers, and
participants in subgroup 2 as inquiry-based practice teachers.
First, the researcher conducted the analysis to establish the two categorized
subgroups, identified as traditional teachers and inquiry teachers, according to the
responses of the participants on their practice in the classroom (See Appendix A:
Measurement Tool Part 2, item 5). These nine indicators of the instrument determined the
participant’s level of use of inquiry as they are representative to the inquiry process
(Hakkarainen, Bollström-Huttunen, & Hoffman, 2008; Morrison & Lowther, 2010). The
researcher summated the frequency of using inquiry-based learning practices to
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determine a case’s level of inquiry as on an ordinal scale assigning values of 1 – 4, with a
possible composite score ranging from 9 – 36. For the purposes of this study, the
researcher established a composite level of 9 – 27 as indicative of a traditional teacher,
Subgroup 1, and a composite level of 28 – 36 as indicative of an inquiry-based teacher,
Subgroup 2. The researcher determined the subgroups considering the 31 cases reporting
data in the study, and determining relatively equivalent subgroups of traditional teachers
and inquiry-based teachers. According to this quantified composite delineation, 17
teachers (54.8%) qualified as traditional teachers, and 14 teachers (45.2%) qualified as
inquiry-based teachers. The researcher made this determination considering that a low
case inquiry-based teacher would utilize these practices on at least a, “Some” to
“Frequent” rating, 77% of the reported time.
This study was limited in its interpretation of these two subgroups, because it
considered only the responses to instrument items in order to label the individual
according to a single teaching practice. The researcher understands that the participants
categorized into either subgroup are not necessarily purely traditional or inquiry-based
teachers, utilizing a single pedagogical practice across the spectrum of their practice. A
determination was necessary to develop these dimensions and thus begin analysis in
relationship to the integration of technology.
Statistical Measures
In order to interpret the results of this study, a quantitative analysis of the data
was conducted to allow for a descriptive and inferential examination of the study to take
place, in the intent to best answer the research questions. Categorical data was collected
according to item sets, previously described in the instrumentation section. Participants
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responded according to scale ratings of their perception of practice according to
frequency of the descriptor. The categorical data was then assigned values, to quantify
the ordinal measure of the practice. The values assigned were then interpreted as an
aggregated score according to a composite of the set of items pertaining to the research
question. The composite score was then considered as a single entity representing the
concept of that participant’s perception of the practice. Each participant’s composite
score value was then considered as a part of their subgrouping’s overall indicator of the
perception. Finally, the individual subgroups’ measure of the central tendency was
conducted per item set composite, and then inferential analysis of significance between
means was calculated to determine any identifiably significant differences between the
subgroups data existed.
Within this study, it is justified that categorical data was interpreted through the
assignment of values, to quantify ordinal responses to levels of perception. Within the
field of social science, categorical data is often interpreted as interval data to allow for the
quantifiable interpretation of a difference (Schutt, 2009; Shortell, 2010). The purpose of
this study was to identify the difference between responses to concerns and perceptions
of integration practices according to the subgroup variables of pedagogical practices. To
do so, the participants results were interpreted from a composite of responses in related
items of a particular variable, as identified in the research question.
The study used an independent samples t-test to consider the difference between
the two identified subgroups as the independent variables of consideration, while holding
the dependent variable of concern for technology integration, the innovation, as the
constant. The researcher calculated a level of significance between the means of the
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independent variable in the analysis to consider relationships according to the presented
hypotheses.
Next, the researcher considered each subgroup’s significance level for relationships
to the hypotheses, bearing in mind the degrees of freedom allowed (df = 30). Consideration
of a statistical significance of differences between means was determined between
subgroups. The subgroups do not directly indicate the sample groups’ representation of
the overall population’s beliefs towards the integrated technology
within the study. The researcher considered this possibility within the study, and has thus
justified the items in Part 2 of the study as critical to a more conclusive determination of
the level of individual participant’s use of inquiry-based learning practices, as well as
their level of self-perceived technology integration.
To address the first research question the researcher considered results from Part
1: Stages of Concern Questionnaire. For the purposes of this study, the researcher
summated the SoC profile data as a total out of 280 possible scale points, summating the
35 items each with an eight point Likert-scale range of response, to provide a total
composite measure of concern ranging from hierarchical values of 35-280 points. The
researcher used summative practices in this study to identify an overall level of concern
about the innovation, technology integration. The researcher analyzed the dependent
variables according to the research question in comparison to the pedagogical practice.
The researcher developed one generalizable concern level, consisting of all levels of
concern identified by George, Hall, and Stiegelbauer (2006).
In order to produce findings for research question one, the researcher considered
this interval data and calculated a central tendency, mean according to the number of
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participants within each subgroup. The average level of concern scores from each
subgroup were then compared using a standard independent samples t-test to consider
any identifiable relationships present between the level of concern for the innovation of
technology integration and the pedagogical practice.
For the purposes of research question two, the participants determined their
frequency of use of technology. The researcher named the dependent variable in this test
as the frequency of use. The independent variable remained the same as in research
question one, the two pedagogical practices in consideration. The researcher summated a
composite of frequency of use scores of each individual’s data response to items 6 and 7.
The researcher based the summation on the eleven uses posed out of a hierarchal value
range of 5 – 44. The researcher noted that the higher the value, the more indicative of the
highest level of technology-integration frequency. The researcher then assigned raw
composite scores to the participants’ subgroups, and averaged these according to the
central tendency, mean according to the number of participants within each subgroup. In
order to determine relationships for research question two, the researcher conducted a
standard independent samples t-test considering the subgroups central tendency
descriptors.
For the purposes of research question three, the researcher identified the depth of
the participants’ integration practices. Next, the researcher summated the individual
participant’s Likert-scale reporting in the application cases, item 13 – 16, with a possible
value range of 4 – 16, and exempted missing responses to assign a composite score for
each participant. The researcher assigned these composite scores to the participants’
corresponding subgroups, and averaged these according to the central tendency, mean
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according to the number of participants within each subgroup. The researcher then
analyzed the mean scores of each subgroup through an independent samples t-test, to
determine the level of significance between the means of the subgroups in regards to their
depth of integration application.
The process of statistical analysis described within this study determined by the
focus of the research question to identify differences that occur according to level of
significance. A similar format of analysis was involved in all three research question
considerations, with different item sets and variables. The subgroup comparison for
significance supports the researcher in determining the level of significance between
pedagogical practices and technology integration internal level of concern and perception
of practice.
Consideration of the Hypotheses Posed
The table below, Table 2: Data source of analysis, summarizes the research
questions posed, how each question was addressed through quantitative data collection,
as well as, the analysis procedures conducted to draw conclusions.
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Table 2
Data source of analysis
Research Question

Data Source

Analysis

Do differences occur between
the beliefs/concerns of inquirybased teachers and traditional
teachers about integrating
technology to enhance student
learning?

Part 1: Stages of
Concern Questionnaire

t-test for independent
means

Do differences occur between
the perceived use of technology
of inquiry-based teachers and
traditional teachers?

Part 2: Evaluating the
Use of Technology
within Pedagogy

Independent samples ttest

Do differences occur between
the perceived technology
integration practices of inquirybased teachers and traditional
teachers?

Part 2: Evaluating the
Use of Technology
within Pedagogy

Independent samples ttest

consideration of level of
concern toward
integrating technology

Consideration of
frequency of use

Consideration of
application of practice

The research methodology utilized within this study was quantitative by nature,
intending to measure correlation of technology integration practices with the pedagogical
preferences of practitioners. The instrument design included two parts that measured the
internal stages of concern the practitioner had towards integration and the outward
perception of practices to integrate technology according to self-reporting data from the
participant. The statistical analysis involved collecting categorical data, organized
through ordinal scales of measure interpreted through interval values measured by
composite scoring. Inferential measures of analysis were conducted to determine a
measure of significance of difference between pedagogical practice subgroups relating to
the research questions posed.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The results of this study inform the research questions concerning the process of
integrating technology into the learning process from the perspective of practitioners.
The results are organized by the research questions posed, first considering the concerns
practitioners have towards implementing the innovation, then the perceived use of
integration practices in authentic and enriching ways, and finally in the application of
integration practices in proposed settings according to the SAMR model. The study
aimed to identify differences that may exist between the concerns and perceptions of
these two varying practitioner groups to draw conclusions based on the findings about
best practices in integrating technology looking for aligning with instructional methods.
Subgroup Identification
The researcher organized the participants into subgroups according to criteria
establishing the preferential teaching practice as the independent variable. The
independent groups described previously in chapter three were determined as a result of
the study, rather than as an incumbent variable. A standard of measure was identified
amongst the composite score results of the teaching method practice questions posed.
The composition of each subgroup was diverse to their setting, grade-level taught
and years’ experience with the innovation of integrating technology into learning (Table
3). Within the traditional group 59% of participants reported having formal training on
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the innovation of integrating technology, according to the SoC Questionnaire, while 64%
of inquiry-based teachers reported having had formal training with this particular
innovation. The overall demographics of the two subgroups is taken into consideration as
alternative variables of influence, as well as to better understand the practitioners
categorized according to the particular pedagogical practice according to their
perceptions of preferred instructional method reported.
Table 3
Demographics of study sample
Percentage of Teachers
Traditional
(n = 17)

Inquiry-based
(n= 14)

64.7
35.3

35.7
64.3

35.2

28.6

6-10
11-15

11.8
17.6

28.6
0.0

16-20
21-25

0.0
41.1

28.6
7.1

26-30

0.0

7.1

31 or more

0.0

0.0

29.4
23.5

50.0
7.1

High school

35.3

21.4

Multiple levels

11.7

21.4

58.8

64.3

Type of School
International
Illinois public
Years of experience
1-5

Level of current teaching position
Elementary school
Middle school

Formal training integrating technology
Yes
64

No

41.2

35.7

Participants also reported their years of implementing the innovation of
technology integration on the SoC Questionnaire, using a six-point scale ranging from
“Never” to “5 or more years” of use. The subgroup of traditional teachers reported a
median score of 3 years of use with technology integration and inquiry-based teachers
reported a median score of 4.5 years of use of the innovation of technology integration.
The researcher found that inquiry-based teachers reported 1.5 years more of using the
innovation of technology integration. The years of innovation reported were taken into
consideration in the discussion.
Findings and Results
Research Question 1: Comparison of Level of Concern towards Technology
Integration
Research question 1 examines whether any differences occur between the
beliefs/concerns of inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers about integrating
technology to enhance student learning. The first directional hypothesis, determined by
the researcher predicted that a significant difference would occur between the concern
levels, and the inquiry-based practitioners would demonstrate a higher level of concern
over technology integration, beyond the extent that the traditional practitioners would
experience.
A composite score of all stages of concern was calculated, for each participant
quantifying the categorical Likert-scale representation of their concern level. A total of
280-point scale was used. The composite scores of each participant were compiled
within the two subgroups and the researcher first compared the means of the two
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subgroups overall levels of concern, as measured by their responses to the SoC
Questionnaire. As indicated in Table 4, the results of analysis show the higher mean level
of concern, of the inquiry-based teachers (X2 = 139.43), than traditional teachers group
mean level of concern (X1 = 129.65). The inquiry-based teachers group reported a higher
level of concern, on average, over the traditional teachers (X2 – X1 = 9.78).
Table 4
Descriptive analysis comparing stages of concern
Groups

n

X

SD

Skewness

Traditional teachers

17

129.65

29.41

-.32

Inquiry-based teachers

14

139.43

34.18

-.23

The researcher conducted an independent samples t-test to determine if a
significant difference existed between the mean technology integration concern levels of
traditional teachers and inquiry-based teachers. Sample variances were equal for the
independent samples t-tests indicating that the variations of the two populations are
approximately equal. With equal variances assumed (p > 0.05), there was no statistically
significant difference between the mean technology integration concerns of traditional
teachers group (n = 17, X = 129.65) and inquiry-based teachers group (n = 14, X =
139.43), (t (29) = -.86, p = .40). The researcher failed to reject the null hypothesis. No
significant difference existed between respondents’ reported pedagogical practices in
relation to concern over technology integration. Inquiry-based teachers group and
traditional teachers group reported similar pedagogical practices in relation to their level
of concern over the innovation of technology integration.
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Research Question 2: Comparison of Frequency of Use of Technology
Research question 2 examines whether any differences occur between the
perceived use of technology of inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers. The
second directional hypothesis, determined by the researcher predicted that a significant
difference would occur and the inquiry-based practitioners would express a more
frequent level of technology use, beyond the extent that the traditional practitioners
would.
The researcher utilized Part 2 of the instrument, Evaluating the Use of
Technology within Pedagogy, to determine the overall use of technology. In order to do
this, the researcher quantified the responses to items 6 and 7 with an ordinal value
according to the frequency of use, ranging from 5 – 44 points. Participants having a
higher point value on the 11 situations presented aligned with a more frequent use of
technology. In this study, the participants’ level of technology use ranged from 8 – 36
points.
The results of analysis show the higher mean level of using technology of the
inquiry-based teachers (X2 = 26.14), than the traditional teachers’ mean level of use (X1 =
20.94) (Table 5). The inquiry-based teacher group reported a higher level of use, on
average, over the traditional teacher group (X2 – X1 = 5.2). The researcher found that the
central tendencies varied by a notable range, as did the standard deviation of the two
subgroups (SD2 – SD1 = 3.7). These differences are important to consider because the
traditional teacher group’s standard deviation is nearly twice the deviation of the data in
the inquiry-based teacher group. Within the subgroups, the individual traditional teachers
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reported use of technology varied, moreover the individual teachers within the inquirybased subgroup whom reported technology use more uniformly.
Table 5
Descriptive analysis comparing frequency of use
Groups

n

X

SD

Skewness

Traditional teachers

17

20.94

8.44

.30

Inquiry-based teachers

14

26.14

4.74

.02

The researcher conducted an independent samples t-test to determine if a
significant difference existed between the mean frequency of using technology of
traditional teachers and inquiry-based teachers. The researcher used an alpha level of .05
for all statistical measures to determine variance. With consideration that the confidence
of is not assumed, there was a statistically significant difference between the mean
technology use of traditional teachers (n = 17, X = 20.94) and inquiry-based teachers (n =
14, X = 26.14), (t (29) = -2.16, p = .04). The researcher accepted the directional
hypothesis. The outcome of this t-test indicated that there was significant difference
between pedagogical practices in relation to the use of technology.
Research Question 3: Comparison of Technology Integration Application
Research question 3 examines whether any differences occur between the
perceived technology integration practices of inquiry-based teachers and traditional
teachers. The third directional hypothesis was that the inquiry-based practitioners would
demonstrate a higher level of technology integration practices, beyond the extent that the
traditional practitioners would apply.
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The researcher utilized Part 2 of the instrument, Evaluating the Use of Technology
within Pedagogy, to determine an overall application of true integration practices, as
described in chapter three. The researcher first determined the dependent variable, to
answer research question three, as the applied level of technology integration. In terms of
the instrument, the means are representative of the participants’ depth
applying technology integration, considering an ordinal ranking, with a higher mean
indicating more in-depth integration practices. The values identified were that of a ranking
ordinal measure for four items, ranging from possible values of 4-16 points. This is
important to consider when analyzing the mean and spread of data.
As indicated in Table 6, the results of analysis show the higher mean level of
integration practices of traditional teachers (X1 = 9.00), than the traditional teachers group
mean level of integration (X2 = 7.75). The traditional teachers reported a higher level of
use, on average, over, inquiry-based teachers (X1 – X2 = 1.25). It is important to note in
this test, the sample size for both subsamples decreased, because participants did not
respond to questions that pertained to a topic outside of their current area of practice.
Table 6
Descriptive analysis comparing technology integration application
Groups

n

X

SD

Skewness

Traditional teachers

10

9.00

3.89

1.08

Inquiry-based teachers

12

7.75

2.09

0.90

The researcher conducted an independent samples t-test to determine if a
difference existed between the application technology integration of traditional teachers
and inquiry-based teachers. Sample variances were equal for the independent samples t69

tests indicating that the variations of the two populations are approximately equal. There
was no statistically significant difference between the mean application of technology
integration of traditional teachers (n = 10, X = 9.0) and inquiry-based teachers (n = 12, X
= 7.75), (t (20) = .96, p = .35). The researcher accepted the null hypothesis. The
outcome of this t-test indicated that there was no significant difference between
pedagogical practices in relation to integrating technology. Inquiry-based teachers’ and
traditional teachers’ pedagogical practices were similar in relation to their applying
integration practices.
Summary
Overall, the researcher determined no statistically significant difference between
subgroups of traditional and inquiry-based teachers, regarding concern level towards
technology integration. The researcher found a statistically significant difference
between traditional and inquiry-based teachers according to their currently reported use
of technology integration. Finally, the researcher found no statistically significant
difference between the means of the subgroups on the dependent variable, measuring
application of technology integration practices. These results inform the literature
presented and support the hypotheses accepted to determine understandings accordingly
to the research questions posed.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The results of this study inform the three research questions posed.
Research Question 1: Do differences occur between the beliefs/concerns of
inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers about integrating technology to enhance
student learning?
Research Question 2: Do differences occur between the perceived use of
technology of inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers?
Research Question 3: Do differences occur between the perceived technology
integration practices of inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers?
The study found that the level of concern over technology integration does not
significantly differ among teachers based on their preferred method of instruction. It
found that there was a significant difference over the perceived use of technology for
inquiry-based teachers compared to traditional teachers. The level of perceived ability to
integrate technology is not significant with either inquiry-based teachers or traditional
teachers.
This study contributes to the body of knowledge necessary to identify bestpractices of pedagogy while truly integrating technology within learning. Contributions
are made to understandings of practitioners’ attitudes, including the beliefs and concerns
they have towards the integration of technology into their instructional practice. Also,
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this study offers further understanding how concerns are interpreted through the
practitioners reported perception of technology use and application of integration
practices.
In this discussion, the researcher interprets findings from the study within the
context of the literature. First, an exploration of the relationship between pedagogical
practice and teacher concern over technology integration occurs. Next, the researcher
compares the significant findings over technology use with the non-significant findings
of integration practices. Then, a review of the problem over methodology to approach
integration is presented. Finally, the researcher shares the limitations of the present
study.
Theme 1: Pedagogical Practices and Concern over Integrating Technology
The researcher found no significant difference between the beliefs/concerns of
inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers in regards to integrating technology. One
possible explanation of this result is that both groups are still at an
awareness/unconcerned level of technology use. Both groups reported approximately
60% formal training with the innovation, leading the researcher to understand that nearly a
third of each subgroup had no formal training on integration of technology practices. A
lack of formal training may describe the lack of awareness concern for both groups.
Another explanation could be that the overall sample population’s years of teaching
experience, with nearly half reporting less than 10 years of experience (48%). Johnson’s
(2007) longitudinal study of perceived change of technology use by kindergarten through
12 teachers identified teaching experience as the only variable found as a significant
factor to technology integration. It is unclear, when considering the results of the current
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study, if the sample population’s years of experience played a significant role in their
ability to effectively integrate technology. To further analyze this finding, an even longer
period of use of integration practice, or a comparable amount of experience between each
group, may be necessary to determine significance between either pedagogical practice
group. This brings up the question if there is a difference between years of experience
and the concern over technology integration. Further study considering practicing
teachers using inquiry, and comparing a concern over the integration of technology
would be useful to determine if there is a true correlation between the two. Likewise,
further study on how long it takes to effectively integrate technology would be useful to
clarify the results of this present study, in order to differentiate between pedagogical
practices.
The present study’s findings confirm findings of prior studies specifically Ertmer
et al. (2007). Ertmer et al. (2007), reported that, “inner drive and personal beliefs (M =
4.84) were rated the most influential” technology integration barriers (pp 56-57). The
present study’s findings reflect the internal locus of barriers described as prominent by
Ertmer’s findings. Since the differences between findings over level of concern and
application of integration practices were not significant, the results of research questions
one and three may be tied, informing the researcher to a potential explanation of why no
significance was found between the practitioner groups in their internal concerns and
perception to apply technology integration practices.
The present study’s findings differ from findings of Clark’s (2002) dissertation
that a positive, significant difference occurred over integrating technology with preservice teachers using inquiry-based practices. The sample population selection is the
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clear difference between the present study and Clark’s study. The present study was
inclusive to in-service teachers only, while Clark’s study examined pre-service teachers.
The difference in sample population could be an explanation to why the studies found
different results. All of the pre-service teachers had been through formal training with
the innovation of integration technology into instructional practice. Clark lists a
limitation to her study, that “expert teachers” must be able to model the skills and
strategies necessary to effectively integrate technology. At the time of Clark’s study,
fewer practicing teachers routinely used computer-based technology for instructional
purposes (Clark, 2002).
An explanation for not rejecting the null hypothesis in research question 1 is not
entirely clear; the most likely explanation is that the sample of the population was not
large enough, or accurate of “pure-bred” pedagogy to study the single pedagogical
method in isolation, comparative to technology integration. Just as all learners are
unique, all practitioners are as well, and their personal teaching concerns, style/use, and
application will vary. It may be beneficial to future research on the topic to consider
individual case studies of successful integration, and then analyze the pedagogical
methodology employed. The reversal of the study, knowingly studying integration and
then analyzing the pedagogical practice, may foster an understanding of components of
practice that are necessary to integration.
The implications of these findings indicate that the teachers’ method of
instruction does not necessarily imply that they will have a higher level of concern over
integrating technology over other teachers using an alternative method of instruction.
The concerns of a teacher using inquiry-based practices are not significantly different
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from the concerns of a teacher using traditional practices. Also, inquiry-based and
traditional teachers are not significantly different in their application of integration
practices, as determined by the results of research question 3.
Theme 2: Use of Technology Does Not Indicate Integration
One of the major concerns addressed over technology use in the literature was if
teachers’ practice of integrating technology was effecting learning in authentic and
enriching ways (Bull, 2009; Clark, 1984; Kim, 2012; Morrison & Lowther, 2010; Mishra
& Koehler, 2006; Puentedura, 2013). This is where the differentiation between technology
use and technology integration is paramount. The integration process, in its true nature,
intends to transform the learning experience in a way that is authentic and enriching. This
study aimed to determine if a particular pedagogical practice, specifically inquiry-based
learning, would support a difference in perception over technology use and application of
integration practices.
The researcher explored the present data to reveal that a statistically significant
relationship exists (t(29)=-2.16, p=.04), between inquiry-based teachers and traditional
teachers, in regards to the perceived use of technology. This finding measured reported
frequency of use only and cannot generalize to the method of using the technology. The
inquiry-based teachers reported using technology in authentic and enriching ways more
frequently than traditional teachers, and that this relationship of use was significant. Use
of technology does not necessarily mean integration. This was the case when comparing
inquiry-based teachers and traditional teachers in regards to technology integration and
finding no significance variance. Both, traditional teachers and the inquiry teachers
integrated technology to similar degrees.
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The present study further clarifies the findings of the study by Tondeur et al.
(2013). Tondeur’s methodology included observations and simulated recall interviews,
with findings that technology use does not indicate integration. The findings of this
present study, using a survey methodology, found similar results that no matter what the
pedagogical practice, teacher’s perceived use of technology did not translate directly to
likened integration practices. To complement Tondeur’s methodology, where beliefs and
concerns were inferred from the teachers’ actions and speech in observation, the present
study directly asked the practitioners about their beliefs and concerns, and found similar
results. Findings of two studies (Sanchez, 2011; Sharples & Anastopoulou, 2012)
regarding mere use of technology, or even significant use of technology, determined that
these participants were not all necessarily integrating technology. These findings are
reverberated in the present study. It is a completely different thing to integrate
technology to transform learning (Puentedura, 2013).
One consideration of the results regarding use versus integration may be that the
two independent variable groups defined by the researcher in this study were in-fact not
diverse enough to pinpoint the difference between use and use to the level of true
integration. Teachers from the same school settings were represented in both groups.
The two groups of teachers also had an over-representation of elementary teachers
comparative to the other backgrounds of kindergarten through 12 levels of teachers. Most
importantly, to provide more diversity or to distinguish the groups further a deeper
understanding or survey of the participants’ pedagogical practices could have been
analyzed to strengthen subgrouping procedures. Teacher practitioners cannot be defined
by any one specific pedagogical practice in isolated variable. There may not be a single
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identifiable best-practice of instruction cohesive to integrating technology effectively.
Integration is with use implied, to another level, which the capacity of this study may not
have been able to measure.
Implications of this study’s findings indicate that practitioners, utilizing all
different sorts of pedagogical practices, all require support and training in the practice of
technology integration. While inquiry-learning may afford more technology use, the
ultimate goal of technology on the education landscape is integration. This study can
inform teacher preparation objectives on the differences between use and integration
within the instructional practices of choice.
Further considerations should be made on why true integration is not occurring,
regardless of pedagogical practice. A new question arises: Are there additional
pedagogical practices that, like inquiry, afford more technology use and are even more
conducive to integration practices? It is likely that some pedagogical methods are better
aligned with integration practices; yet, this study did not find significance between the
two methods analyzed. Further study would be useful in considering alternative
pedagogical practices.
Theme 3: Orchestrating Learning
The present study found no significance between the inquiry-based teachers and
traditional teachers’ perceptions concerning the practice of integration. The traditional
teachers indicated a higher average level of integrative application over the inquiry-based
teachers, which is unique to the other test results of this study. So, inquiry alone, and
technology alone, may not be independently substantial. Practitioners within this study
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reporting higher integration practices did not necessarily disclose a higher level of
concern or use than teachers who reported lower integration practices.
A major theme found throughout the literature is the concept of orchestrating
learning (Littleton, et al., 2012; Scanlon, et al., 2012; Viilo, et al., 2012). Orchestration
encompasses inquiry-based learning, in tandem with technology integration, with the
ultimate intention of improving learning. The pedagogical design of orchestration focuses
on the role of the practitioner in analogy with the conductor of an orchestra. The
orchestrating practitioner is different than that of a traditional teacher implementing
direct instruction and explicit guidance. Orchestration encompasses the ability of the
practitioner to focus on process of learning, as presented in inquiry-based learning,
defined within this study.
Alfieri et al. (2011) identified only “enhanced inquiry” as a best-practice using
guiding and scaffolding, which technology allows. Alfieri’s study found that outcomes
were actually favorable for explicit instruction when compared to unassisted inquiry, but
overall, it enhanced inquiry over other methods. The present study found similar results,
indicating the possibility that practitioners in the inquiry-based group are either (a) not
implementing enhanced inquiry, which reflects on the integration practices, or (b) the
inquiry practices used with the technology do not make use of integration practices.
Crippen and Archambault (2012) found technology to provide the infrastructure
for inquiry, serving as the platform on which scaffolding inquiry learning takes place.
The understanding of technology as the platform almost looks at the present study from a
reverse view. The present study did not asses this reversal perception and further study
of this phenomenon may be necessary to clarify the present results.
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Littleton, Scanlon, and Sharple’s (2012) comprehensive literature review
identified a significant competence and level of beliefs essential to accurate inquiry-based
teaching methods using technology. The present study may confirm this finding in that the
inquiry-based teachers did not express significantly different attitudes of overall use
of technology from traditional teachers across the board in areas of concern and use of
technology; thus, it is likely that they would not be significantly different in the area of
integration, as well.
The expectation remains for teachers in kindergarten through 12 schools to
integrate technology, yet this study failed to produce firm recommendations regarding
best practices of methodology. The implications of this study indicate a potential for
practitioners to use technology more within inquiry-based learning environments.
Buckner and Kim (2013) indicated that “many ICT [information and communications
technology] projects, particularly in the developing world, are limited by the lack of
integration between pedagogy and technology” (p. 3). This disconnect or limitation that
Buckner and Kim mention can be a deeper problem than just searching for a best-fit
model for pedagogy and technology. This mirrors Fullan’s (2011) findings that
technology cannot be an anchor driving effective culture change in the education field;
pedagogy can drive the change in the culture of a system. While the pedagogical practice
of inquiry is an alternative method, it may not necessarily ensure the practice of
technology integration. Teacher preparation reform efforts, variation of approaches, and
positive concerns on the teacher’s behalf to utilize new models of inquiry-based learning,
all have the potential to influence the practitioner’s ability to integrate technology
effectively in the classroom.
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The themes explored within this study are not exhaustive by any means. The
intent was to cross-examine the results of the three research questions considered when
exploring the concerns of practitioners towards integrating technology into instruction.
The results of the study add to the literature on interplay between pedagogical practice
preferences and perceived application of technology integration practices in
transformative ways.
Limitations
A number of limitations require attention when interpreting the results of the
current study. The limitations of the study influenced the areas of data collection,
instrumentation, and the data interpretation procedure. The limitations are disclosed and
further discussion is detailed on the effects these limitations potentially had on the study.
First, there are limitations to conducting survey research. The wording within
survey research questions may affect different participants in different ways, due to their
individual interpretation of the item or direction set. There is also room in survey
research for unconscious bias to be setup within the item set (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2009).
Within this study, the findings completely depend on the self-reporting of teachers, which
may not represent the actual behaviors or present practices.
The second limitation relates to the medium of survey distribution. Due to the
nature of the tool utilized, the researcher would recommend using an electronic form if a
replication of this study is completed. The electronic form has the possibility of
minimizing the margin of error, increasing the number of participants, and shortening the
response time. The use of hardcopy, paper and pencil, surveys provided a greater margin
of error on the place of the participant, intentionally, as well as, unintentionally. For
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future research, recommendations framing an online survey will remedy a majority of the
user errors encountered with this survey tool. Participants did not consistently follow the
directions for completing the tool. With the use of an electronic survey format, the
individual can be prevented from selecting more than one response. This caused a
variety of invalid and thus unusable data. Within this study, 56% of participants made
multiple sections when a single response was requested, rendering their response for that
item invalid. An online survey tool, or electronic survey would only accept survey
responses and not additional feedback. Within this study, 34% of participants added
unsolicited qualitative feedback. While this can be viewed positively for the researcher’s
perspective as a method of receiving more feedback, it does not support the analysis of
quantitative data. Additionally, the response time frame could be shortened when less
effort is required. The hardcopy format required these participants to print, complete, scan
and send back the survey, which allows for multiple windows of time when the participant
may choose to terminate their participation. By providing an electronic form of
submission there will be a reduction of required elements on the part of the participant.
The third limitation to consider is the design of Part 2 of the instrument. The
researcher acknowledges the limitations of using a new tool with no pilot study to test for
reliability of the instrument items. Concerns arose in the analysis phase of research and it
became necessary to remove items from consideration of use and application. Survey
items 8 through 12 were not considered in the analysis directly related to the research
questions. Another possible explanation for no significant variance between the two
subgroups could be a flaw within the instrument design. It is possible that the flaw
within the instrument, specifically the item design, asked only surface level questions
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about inquiry and did not get to the implicit nature of inquiry, which could explain why
subgroup variance was not diverse.
The fourth limitation the researcher considered is the overall population surveyed
and the method of subgrouping. Due to the small sample size, caution is warranted in
interpreting results, and applying these findings to other populations. The researcher
determined a subgrouping method was necessary to avoid assumptions based on practice
as indicative of setting. The dimensions established to determine subgroups considered
the possibility of outlying responses from individuals on their practice. It is necessary to
consider that participants grouped as traditional teachers do not necessarily refrain from
any inquiry-based practices and that the participants grouped as inquiry-based teachers do
not refrain from traditional practices. As mentioned in theme 2, it is a possibility, within
the limitations of this study, that the grouping method utilized was an imperfect process
that produced groups that are, in-fact, too similar. Unexpectedly, all of the participants
within this study reported the use of inquiry-based practices. Further specification to
define “inquiry” is necessary. If all of the participants were demonstrating aspects of
inquiry, then this may explain why little significant difference occurred throughout the
study.
The fifth limitation to consider was the amendment of the SoC Questionnaire, from
the original intended purpose. The researcher acknowledges that the instrument design
was to determine a specific level and type of concern, as well as allow for interpretation
about the individual participants response to the innovation. The researcher should give
consideration to each of the seven stages of concern within the subgroup profile, when
utilizing this tool. For the purposes of this study, the instrument was used
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to determine a level of concern for the innovation overall. In order to interpret an overall
level of concern, not dependent on type of concern, a summation of all items according to
their individual scales was determined for each participant. The researcher identified this
summation of overall response as the numerical representation of concern, which then
was associated with the generalized concern on implementation of integrating
technology.
The researcher acknowledges the limitations, errors and flaws within this study and
interprets the findings in view of these conditions. It is important to provide transparency
to these various limitations in order to allow for further interpretation of this present study.
Also, future researchers can make considerations on how to modify this study upon
replication to clarify or improve the quality of the results.
Conclusions
This research study found that (1) the level of concern over technology integration
is neither significant for the inquiry-based teachers nor the traditional teachers; (2) a
significant difference occurred over the perceived use of technology for inquiry-based
teachers, in relation to traditional teachers; and (3) the level of perceived ability to
integrate technology is neither significant with inquiry-based teachers nor traditional
teachers.
In general, results of the present study confirm those of past research
(Anastopoulou & Kerawalla, 2012; Chinn & Malhotra, 2002; Sanchez, 2011; Tondeur et
al., 2013). Although a single pedagogical method does not appear to define the culture of
technology integration, one may ponder whether there is a best-practices approach to
integrating technology. This research contributes to the concern to determine the most
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effective ways to integrate technology, by providing more insight into practitioners’
decisions to integrate technology in the learning process.
This study on inquiry-based learning with integrating technology into the learning
process shows potential for the interplay between the instructional method and practice.
Key components of inquiry-based learning, such as asking essential questions, critical
thinking, the collection of information, effective analysis and synthesis of new information
to produce results, align with the capabilities that technology has to offer,
and the technology standards that have been developed, thus seemingly can be integrated
into this learning style (ISTE, 2007). For further study, the researcher recommends the
use of an observation methodology, to collect data on the experience of the two practices
hand in hand.
This study’s findings were important because practitioners make choices on a
daily bases to do what is best for their students. This study aimed to support this
decision-making in an effort to explore an alternative teaching approach that is the most
practical for goals of technology integration. The hypothesis of this study was not to
claim a superior method of instruction but to gain insight into the practitioner perception
of how their method aligns with integration. We now know that the perceptions of
practitioners continue to be influential regarding decision making in technology
integration, alongside practitioner technology use for the foundation of integration.
If technology integration is compatible with a variety of methodologies, then a
greater population of practitioners is likely to experience success in integrating, which
may have been the case in this study. This study only looked for difference between the
levels of integration and did not assess an overall level to a standard. To fill this gap,
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further research could determine a level of integration necessary for transformative
learning, similar to what the SAMR model has alluded to, and then use this standard to
compare the variable pedagogical practices accordingly.
The implications of this research study directly apply to practitioners in the field.
This researcher recommends practitioners attempt a variety of instructional methodology
approaches, including inquiry, to determine a personal, best-fit model for each unique
group of learners. The end goal remains the same; educate students in a way that best
meets their needs, as digital citizens on an education landscape, which is ever-changing.
The purpose of integrating technology into the classroom is to empower learners to be
successful, independent life-long learners. This may very well mean that teachers take on
new roles within the learning process not necessarily designed in a one-size-fits-all
fashion.
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUMENT
PART I
Stages of Concern Questionnaire
*Permissions Granted by SEDL (2013)i
The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine what people who are using or thinking
about using various programs are concerned about at various times during the adoption
process.
The items were developed from typical responses of school and college teachers who ranged
from no knowledge at all about various programs to many years’ experience using them.
Therefore, many of the items on this questionnaire may appear to be of little relevance or
irrelevant to you at this time. For the completely irrelevant items, please circle “0” on the
scale. Other items will represent those concerns you do have, in varying degrees of intensity,
and should be marked higher on the scale.
For example:
This statement is very true of me at this time.
This statement is somewhat true of me now.
This statement is not at all true of me at this time.
This statement seems irrelevant to me.

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

Please respond to the items in terms of your present concerns, or how you feel about
your involvement with integrating technology into the classroom. We do not hold to
any one definition of technology integration so please think of it in terms of your own
perception of what it involves. Phrases such as “this approach” and “the new system” all
refer to the same innovation. Remember to respond to each item in terms of your
present concerns about your involvement or potential involvement with integrating
technology into the classroom.
Thank you for taking time to complete this task.
0
Irrelevant

1

2

Not true of me now

3

4

5

Somewhat true of me now

6

7

Very true of me now
Circle One Number For Each Item
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1. I am concerned about students’ attitudes toward the
integration of technology.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

2. I now know of some other approaches that might work
better.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

3. I am more concerned about another innovation.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

4. I am concerned about not having enough time
to organize myself each day.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

5. I would like to help other faculty in their use of integrating
technology.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

6. I have a very limited knowledge of technology integration.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

7. I would like to know the effect of reorganization
on my professional status.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

8. I am concerned about conflict between my
interests and my responsibilities.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

9. I am concerned about revising my use of technology
integration.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

10. I would like to develop working
relationships with both our faculty and
outside faculty using technology
integration.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

11. I am concerned about how the integrating technology
affects students.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

12. I am not concerned about the integration of technology at
this time.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

13. I would like to know who will make the
decisions in the new system.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

14. I would like to discuss the possibility of integrating
technology.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

15. I would like to know what resources are
available if we decide to adopt technology
integration.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7
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16. I am concerned about my inability to manage all
that technology integration requires.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

17. I would like to know how my teaching or
administration is supposed to change.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

18. I would like to familiarize other departments or
persons with the progress of this new approach.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

19. I am concerned about evaluating my impact on students.

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

0

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

20. I would like to revise the technology integration approach.
0
Irrelevant

1

2

Not true of me now

3

4

5

Somewhat true of me now

6

7

Very true of me now
Circle One Number For Each Item

21. I am preoccupied with things other than technology
integration.
22. I would like to modify our use of integrating technology based
on the
experiences of our students.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

23. I spend little time thinking about integrating technology.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

24. I would like to excite my students about
their part in this approach.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

25. I am concerned about time spent working with nonacademic
problems
related to technology integration.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

26. I would like to know what the use of
integrating technology will require in the
immediate future.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

27. I would like to coordinate my efforts with others to
maximize technology integrations’ effects.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

28. I would like to have more information on time and energy
commitments required by integrating technology.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

29. I would like to know what other faculty are doing
in this area.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

30. Currently, other priorities prevent me from focusing my
attention on integrating technology.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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31. I would like to determine how to supplement, enhance, or
replace the integration of technology.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

32. I would like to use feedback from students to
change the program.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

33. I would like to know how my role will change when
I am integrating technology.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

34. Coordination of tasks and people is taking too much of my
time.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

35. I would like to know how integrating technology is
better than what we have now.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Please complete the following:
1.

year?
Never

How long have you been involved with technology integration, not counting this
1 year

2 years
more

3 years

4 years

5 or

In your use of technology integration, do you consider yourself to
be a: non-user
novice
intermediate
old hand
past
user
2.

Have you received formal training regarding integrating technology
(workshops, courses)? Yes
No
3.

Are you currently in the first or second year of use of some major
innovation or program other than integrating technology?
Yes
No
4.

If yes, please describe briefly:

Continue to Part 2.
SEDL (2013). Measuring implementation in schools: Stages of concern questionnaire.
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PART II
Evaluating the Use of Technology within Pedagogy
Directions: Please answer the following questions regarding your current practice of technology
use within the classroom. You may elect to answer as few or as many of these questions as you
wish to participate in the survey.
For the purpose of this survey: the use of the word, technology, includes all computers, laptops,
tablets, and mobile devices.
Section A: Demographics
Indicate one response per question.
1. Please indicate your current professional setting:
a. International school
b. Illinois public school
2.

Years of Teaching Experience:
□ 1-5
□ 6-10
□ 11-15

□ 16-20

□ 21-25

□ 26-30

□ 30 +

3.

Age group of the students you currently teach:
a. Elementary (Student Ages 3-11)
b. Middle School (Student Ages 12-14)
c. High School (Students Ages 15-18)

4.

Is your classroom self-contained or non-self-contained?
a. Self-contained (i.e., you teach multiple subjects to the same group of students)
b. Non-self-contained (i.e., you teach the same subject to multiple classes of students)

In my classroom students:

Almost Never

Rarely (A few
times a year)

Some (Once or
twice a month)

Frequently (Once
or twice a week)

Section B: Pedagogical Practices
Indicate the single best response to each statement below, according to the scale. Measure your use from
“almost never” to use in “almost all lessons”.

a. Generate their own ideas and questions to learn

O

O

O

O

b. Solve problems within small groups

O

O

O

O

c. Ask questions about what they observe

O

O

O

O

d. Plan investigations to answer questions

O

O

O

O

e. Conduct research

O

O

O

O

f. Record data within their research

O

O

O

O

g. Use the data they collected to develop explanations

O

O

O

O

h. Report their research findings

O

O

O

O

i. Reflect on their learning process

O

O

O

O

5. About how often do the students in your classroom take part in
the following activities?
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Almost Never

Rarely (A few
times a year)

Some (Once or
twice a month)

a. Exploration Learning

O

O

O

O

b. Simulations

O

O

O

O

c. Case Studies

O

O

O

O

d. Experimentation

O

O

O

O

e. Problem-solving

O

O

O

O

Some (Once or
twice a month)

O

O

O

O

O

b. Communicate with peers in or beyond your school using
technology, for example, (over email, synchronous
communication, like Skype, or through discussion boards) to
collaborate

O

O

O

O

O

c. Solve real-world problems (i.e., involving situations,
issues, and tasks that people actually tackle in the outside
world)

O

O

O

O

O

d. Produce multi-media, Web, or presentation products to
communicate the results or report learning

O

O

O

O

O

e. Conduct online research to compare sources

O

O

O

O

O

f. Visually represent or investigate concepts (e.g., through
concept mapping, graphing, reading charts) to evaluate
information gathered

O

O

O

O

O

Mark “Not Applicable” only if this use does not apply to your
subject area:

Not Applicable

Rarely (A few
times a year)

a. Communicate with experts using technology, for example,
(over email, synchronous communication, like Skype, or
through discussion boards) to collaborate

7. How often do students in your class (es) use technology
to do the following?

Frequently
(Once or twice

Almost Never

Frequently
(Once or twice
a week)

6. About how often do you use technology within the following
instructional strategies in your classroom:

8. Has your use of technology created a more student-centered learning environment within your
classroom?
a. Yes
b. No
9. My students use technology as a:
a. tool to support learning. For example; to collect information for learning, to put together a
product of learning
b. tutor to assist instruction. For example; to reinforce or practice learning, using the
computer to teach the child
c. tutee as the format for learning. For example; the student teaches the computer to
produce what knowledge they have synthesized
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10. Who determines the technology tool that is utilized?
a. Determined by the teacher according to the need of the lesson
b. Determine by the students’ decision to use the technology
11. Prior to the use of technology within a lesson, I:
a. Teach students objectives of the lessons
b. Have students learn using a different media
c. Provide students with a list of questions they will need to use technology to answer
d. Have students generate a list of search terms
e. Have students develop questions that they will need to use technology to answer
12.
During the use of technology within a lesson, the students’ primary use of software is:
a. Production (word, publisher etc.)
b. Research (search engines)
c. Communication (e-mail, blogs, wikis)
d. Problem-solving (gaming, simulations)
e. Educational (drill and practice, tutorials)
Directions: For items 13-16 please indicate what you are mostlikely to do in your current practice.
13. Instead of writing a report by hand, I am most likely having my students
a. Typing their report
b. Typing their report and using spell check, grammar check and electronic dictionary
functions
c. Using a program like Google Docs to use a commenting service or the review function of a
Word document for instance, to collaborate and share feedback on a given task
d. Using the chat function of Google Docs, share and collaborate with individuals around the
world, synthesizing two or more documents
14. To have students produce a presentation (PowerPoint, SMARTNotebook, Keynote or Prezi), I am
most likely having my students
a. Creating presentation slides
b. Creating a presentation with embedded video
c. Creating a presentation with manipulative components, such as a Notebook document
with a matching activity.
d. Creating a presentation with the capabilities of interaction between the presenter and
audience with response tools
15. Within the research process, I am most likely having my students use technology by
a. Using the internet to read informational websites
b. Using the internet to read informational websites and then use referenced websites to
continue research
c. Using a web-quest to simulate the process of research gathering
d. Using a data sharing system such as GLOBE to collect and share data collected in
research
16. To learn mathematic concepts, I am most likely having my students
a. Using a website that practices math facts with students
b. Using a website that practices math facts with students and adjusts problem set according
to student performance
c. Using interactive manipulatives to represent a math concept (such as using a model,
image, or representation)
d. Having students create an audio-visual video modeling a math strategy to post on the
internet for sharing
Learning Point Associates (2008). Inquiry-based instruction in Iowa: A report on the implementation of every learner inquires in
year 2. Retrieved from: http://www.air.org/files/2646_ELI_Year_2_Report_final-ed2.pdf
ii SETDA/Metiri Suite (2004). PETI evaluating educational technology effectiveness. Retrieved from:
http://www.setda.org/web/guest/PETItools
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APPENDIX B
SCRIPT FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION:
REQUEST TO CONTACT TEACHERS
Use: For use with personal contact (face-to-face), synchronous telecommunication contact (via
Skype), or e-mail contact for recruitment.
Researcher says: Hello, [name of administration contact] my name is Ashley Mayor, and I am a
graduate student at Illinois State University. I am contacting you today to request permission to
contact teachers at your school to volunteer as participants in a research study I am conducting
focused on technology integration within teaching and learning.
I am interested in finding out what your educators have to say about technology integration. I
would like your permission to contact your teaching staff via email or in person to invite them to
participate in the survey. I would be asking your teachers to complete a questionnaire which
would be provided to them via email or hard-copy format according to their preference. I have
included a copy of the survey for you to consider my request.
The teachers from your staff who elect to participate in the study will not be asked to provide
any identifiable information. Teachers have the right to abstain from answering a question,
clarify an answer, or stop taking the questionnaire, if they so wish. They be asked for informed
consent and are encouraged to ask any questions they may have of the study.
The questionnaire will inquire about teacher perceptions and experiences with the integration
of technology and will take no more than 20 minutes of their time.
Please sign below to indicate that I have your permission to contact your teaching staff to
request their participation in my study. Your signature indicates consent that I have permission
to contact your teachers via email or in person to request their participation. Their participation
is their own will and consent. At the conclusion of the research, I will communicate research
findings with you via email.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my proposal. Ashley Mayor
I
, (Name) grant permission to Ashley Mayor to contact
the teaching staff at
(School Name) to request
participation in her research study.
Signature:
Date:
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APPENDIX C
PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT
PART I: Script for Participant Recruitment
Use: For use with personal contact (face-to-face), synchronous telecommunication
contact (via Skype), or e-mail contact for recruitment.
Researcher says: Hello, [name of potential participant] my name is Ashley Mayor, and I
am a graduate student at Illinois State University. I am contacting you today to invite
you to volunteer as a participant in a research study to ask your perception of
technology integration within teaching and learning.
I am interested in finding out what you have to say about technology integration as a
respected colleague. You qualify for participation as a technology-using educator in a K12 setting. I have received permission to contact you through your school
administration. I am privileged to have the opportunity to work with you as you help
me with my thesis research towards completion of my degree.
As a volunteer, you will be asked to complete a questionnaire conducted in three parts.
The questionnaire will be provided via email or via hard-copy format, according to your
preference. The data you submit will be stored electronically once returned. Your
information will be kept confidential and private; no aspects of your identity will be
revealed. If at any time while completing the questionnaire you wish to abstain from
answering a question, clarify an answer, or stop taking the questionnaire, you may do
so. You are encouraged to ask questions regarding the study at any time.
The questionnaire will inquire about your perceptions and experiences with the
integration of technology in your teaching practice and will take no more than 20
minutes of your time. The goal of this study is to determine how teacher practitioners
perceive the technology integration process and find means to do so. Your participation
in this study will contribute to understandings of how technology integration can best
be implemented.
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If you are willing to participate in my study, next I will provide you with the consent form
and questionnaire. At the conclusion of the research, I will communicate research
findings with you via email.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my proposal. Ashley Mayor
Part II: Participant Consent Form
Dear Practitioner:
I am a graduate student under the direction of Dr. Thomas Lucey, in the College of Education,
School of Teaching and Learning at Illinois State University. I am conducting a research study to
determine teacher perceptions on the integration of technology across varied educational
settings. I am requesting your participation, which will involve the completion of a two part
questionnaire and should take no more than 20 minutes of your time to complete. The
questionnaire will be provided via email or via hard-copy format, according to your preference.
The data you submit will be stored electronically once returned. The questionnaire will inquire
about your perceptions and experiences with the integration of technology in your teaching
practice.
Your participation in this study is voluntary. If at any time while completing the questionnaire
you wish to abstain from answering a question, clarify an answer, or stop taking the
questionnaire, you may do so. You are encouraged to ask questions regarding the study at any
time. If you choose not to participate or to withdraw from the study at any time, there will be
no penalty. Your responses are confidential and any information that might allow someone to
identify you will not be disclosed.
Illinois State University has a strong commitment to ensure that all participants are treated in
the highest ethical manner. I can assure you that there are no risks involved with participation
beyond those of everyday life. The goal of this study is to determine how teacher practitioners
perceive the technology integration process and find means to do so. Your participation in this
study will contribute to understandings of how technology integration can best be
implemented.
If you have any questions concerning the research study, please call me at (708) 204-6750 or
email me at acmayor@ilstu.edu, or Skype at acmayor86.
Sincerely,
Ashley Mayor
I consent to participating in the above study.
Signature

Date
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If you have any questions about your rights as a subject/participant in this research, or if you
feel you have been placed at risk, you can contact the Research Ethics & Compliance Office at
Illinois State University at (309) 438-2529.
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